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Abstract 
The present study attempted to investigate the role of unit concept in 
comprehending and computing of rational number multiplication and divisions. 
Based on the previous research findings, six attributes of unit concepts were 
selected. These included partitioning, formation of singleton and composite 
unit, development of a flexible concept of measurement unit, decomposition 
and composition of unit, reconstructing the unit of whole and fraction 
equivalence. With the reference to the local textbook and relevant literatures, 
the classification of multiplication and division problems proposed by 
Greer(1992) were adopted for the study. Three categories of multiplication 
and division problems were examined: equal rate, multiplicative comparison, 
and part-whole. Each category further comprised of multiplication and 
partitive division or quotitive division problems. Rational number 
multiplication and division problems were presented into two forms, word 
problems of the categories and symbolic computation problems. 
A total of 329 children from the 4出 to the 6出 grade participated in the 
present study. They were given two sets of questionnaire that measured their 
unit concepts and performance on rational number multiplication and division 
situational problems. 
The findings of the study supported most of the hypothesis. Validity test 
of items by Confirmative Factor Analysis (CFA) on unit concepts was 
conducted and a multi-dimension, five-factor model of concepts of unit was 
identified. The five factors were partitioning, composition and 
decomposition, a flexible concept of measurement unit, fraction equivalence, 
and reconstructing of unit whole. 
Role of unit concept in rational number multiplication and division vii 
Multiple regression analysis and correlational analysis were performed 
to establish the relationship between concepts of units and rational number 
multiplication and division problems. Results suggested that the acquisition 
of concepts of unit had positive effects on students' understanding of fractional 
multiplication and division problems. In addition, the relationship between 
concepts of unit and situational problems was stronger than that with symbolic 
problems. 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was conducted to 
investigate the effect of grade level on concepts of unit. Students in higher 
grade understood better the concepts of unit and performed better on the 
multiplication and division situational problems. However, the performance 
on situational problems was a stronger factor in accounting for students’ 
performance on the measure of concepts of unit. The limitations of the 
present study were explained. The instructional implications were discussed 
and the directions of future research were suggested. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Multiplicative thinking ability develops early in childhood. However, it 
develops undesirably, steadily through, in the course of children's primary 
study (Clark and Kamii, 1996). Many researches demonstrated that children 
encountered difficulties when they learned about rational number concepts. 
Some surveys also provided evidence that children had greatest difficulties 
with rational number multiplication and division problems (Hart, 1981). 
Various lines of research have been conducted and obtained the consistent 
findings (Steffe, personal communication; Saenz-Ludlow, 1994, 1995; 
Sutton-Alexander, 1997). All these researches suggest that children's 
difficulties with rational number have to do with conceptual understanding of 
units. Sound understanding of unit concepts may help children develop 
proper rational number concepts and perform better in solving multiplication 
and division problems. In view of that, the present study was to focus on the 
relationship between children's concepts of unit and their performance of 
rational number multiplication and division, and hence, to address the factors 
that may facilitate development in children's multiplicative thinking. In this 
chapter, the research background of the present study is elaborated, and then 
the purpose and significance of the study is explained. 
Research Background 
According to Greer (1992) and Vergnaud (1988; 1994), two aspects of 
change undergo when children develop the rational number multiplication and 
division from that of whole numbers. One is the change from operating with 
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whole number to that of rational numbers, another change is from the 
operation of addition and subtraction to that of multiplication and division. 
Literature indicated that these two changes usually created the stumbling 
blocks to children in the course of learning (Confrey & Harel, 1994). 
Researchers were interested in exploring cognitive processes underlying the 
conceptual changes, such as factors that may affect children's learning, the 
instruction that may facilitate their understanding or the pre-requisite concept 
that may be fundamental to children's understandings. In this section, the 
development of concepts of unit from whole number to rational number is 
briefly discussed. In particular, the transformation from whole numbers to 
rational numbers and then to multiplication and division with rational numbers 
in the view of unit concepts is elaborated. Specific situations that involve 
fraction multiplication and division are described. Finally, the possible 
relationship between concepts of unit and rational number multiplication and 
division is articulated. 
Theoretically, "unit" refers to the entity that children perceive as a whole 
(Confrey and Harel, 1994). Initially, children acquire the concept of unit by 
counting. Counting refers to “a productive activity, involves the vocal 
production of number words in a conventional sequence and their individual 
co-ordination to units of one kind and another，，(StefFe and Cobb, p.l, 1988). 
Children learn to count one object by another, and hence the initial unit 
concept of “1” usually refers to the whole single object. The unit concept of 
whole number (integers) is said to be one-to-one correspondence. When 
children start to learn fractions, most of them acquire the initial concept about 
fractions by partitioning (Pothier and Sawada, 1990). The concept of 
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fractions by partitioning represents an extension of the unit of *Vhole" and it 
/ ‘ 
may be obtained not only by counting, but also by measuring (Behr, Hard， 
Post and Lesh, 1992). By partitioning, and by measuring as well, children 
would eventually discover that a fractioned part could be used as a measuring 
unit to determine the measured amount, or repeat the measuring unit to obtain 
the whole. Partitioning, as well as measuring, is suggested as the origin of 
rational number concept in children and it provides the basis for later rational 
number interpretations (Kieren, 1988; Pothier and Sawada, 1983; Lamon, 
1994). 、 
A further evolving concept of unit, such as composition and 
re-composition of unit, unit identification, fraction equivalence ordering, is 
suggested to provide unifying and coherence understanding to rational 
numbers (Carpenter, Fennema and Romberg, 1993; Lamon, 1999; 
Sutton-Alexander, 1997; Behr, Lesh, Post & Silver, 1983; Behr, Wachsmuth, 
Post & Lesh, 1984). Several studies reported that children with sophisticated 
conceptual understanding of the unit concepts performed better in solving 
fraction problems. For instance, StefFe (1994; personal communications, 
2000) suggested that partitioning and the tasks that commensurate fractions 
facilitate children's problem solving ability in rational numbers. The 
sophistication of unit concepts enhances children's understanding and problem 
solving ability in rational number multiplication and division situations. 
Sutton-Alexander (1997) reported a link between unit concept and the problem 
solving ability of rational number multiplication and division problem among 
young children in a teaching experiment. She found that solving rational 
number multiplication and division involved the flexible skill or concept in 
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composite and re-composite unit. Morales, Shute and Pelligrino (1985) also 
indicated that the sophistication of mathematics conceptual knowledge 
correlated positively with performance on word problems of different levels of 
difficulties. Hence, it is possible that there is relationship between unit 
concepts and rational number multiplication and division operations. This 
speculation will be further illustrated in details in Chapter 3. 
In regard to the change from additive operation to multiplicative 
operation, Piaget observed that addition/subtraction and multiplication / 
division operations involve different cognitive processes (Kamii and Livington, 
1994). Young children usually process a multiplication problem with 
singleton unit. For instance, the question of “How many apples are there if 
we have 3 bags of apples with 4 apples per bag?", young children often reach 
the answer by repeated addition which represents a lower level of development 
and operation. In repeated addition operation, children interpret the question 
as 4 apples per bag and obtain the answer by adding 4 to 4 and then adding 4 
to 8. However, when children adopt multiplication operation in solving the 
problem, that is, 3X4，it involves two levels of relationship. It includes the 
operation with singleton unit, that is 4(1-unit) and then transform into the 
composite unit, that is, l(4-unit) and 2(4-unit) and 3(4-unit). That is, when 
children employ multiplicative operation, two levels of relationship are 
involved simultaneously, both the high level and the low level. Hence, when 
children encounter the problems of multiplication and division, it is critical 
that if children have already developed multiplicative thinking. Otherwise, 
they may still adopt additive operation in solving multiplication problems, this 
constitutes children's difficulties in handling multiplication and division 
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problems, especially when the problems involve rational numbers as they 
involve both types of transformation (from whole number to rational number 
and from additive operation to multiplicative operation). 
In the scopes of rational number and multiplication and division problems, 
researchers (Behr, Post, Harel and Lesh, 1993) have identified various 
semantics of rational numbers. It is believed that multiplication and division 
are models of various classes of situations, such as equal groups, part-whole 
comparison and equal rate, etc. The semantics of rational numbers and 
multiplication/division situations also constitute a source of difficulty in 
children's learning about rational number multiplication and divisions. 
Since the present study was to explore the relationship between unit 
concepts and the operation of multiplication and division of rational number, it 
should consider both the structures of rational numbers and the operation of 
multiplication and division. The details will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
While examining the relationship, the present study would also take into 
consideration two kinds of knowledge: conceptual and procedural knowledge 
(Brownell, 1987; Hiebert and LeFevre,1986). Conceptual knowledge refers 
to "knowledge that is rich in relationships.... a connected web of knowledge, a 
network in which the linking relationships are as prominent as the discrete 
pieces of information (Hiebert and LeFevre，p.3-4)”. Procedural knowledge 
encompasses two parts. One is characterized as "the formal language, or 
symbol representation system, of mathematics，，，whereas the other part 
involves the "algorithms, or rules, for completing mathematical tasks ” 
(Hiebert and LeFevre, p.6). Researchers further stated that children could not 
obtain the mastery of particular knowledge if either kind of knowledge are 
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incomplete or they were acquired in the absence of connection (Hiebert and 
LeFevre, 1986). The conceptual and procedural knowledge is considered as 
inter-dependent knowledge. Algorithms and rules are necessarily to be 
connected to the conceptual understanding of particular situations, concepts in 
mathematics without rules and procedures will be void and inconvenience 
during problem solving (Wong, 1994). Research literature reflected that the 
sophistication of unit concepts enhanced the conceptual knowledge of rational 
number. And, it is believed that this conceptual knowledge is closely related 
to the development or application of their procedural knowledge (Carpenter, 
1986). 
In fact, in the course of the learning of rational numbers, children often 
leam only the rules about rational numbers by rote memory (Kieren, 1988). 
Especially in the case of learning the formal algorithms of rational numbers, 
students without sophisticated knowledge of unit concepts and rational number 
would probably look for a link with their existing knowledge of whole 
numbers. This tacitly misleads their choice of operation (Fischbein, Deri, 
Nello and Marino, 1985; Behr, Wachsmuth, Post & Lesh，1984). 
In sum, many researches suggested unit concepts as the link between the 
whole number and rational numbers understanding (Behr et.al, 1992; Lamon, 
1994; Sutton-Alexander, 1997). They also indicated that a flexible concept 
of unit is an important element for all rational numbers related learning. 
Hence, this present study was to explore the role of unit concepts in children's 
mastery of rational numbers multiplication and division. 
Purpose and Significance of Study 
In view of the disappointed performance of children in rational number 
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multiplication and division, researchers have endeavored to explore a better 
way of instruction to facilitate children's sophistication on rational number 
tasks. However, there is lack of systematic study to examine the conceptual 
knowledge required during this problem solving process. Flexible concepts 
of unit are believed as one of the fundamental elements that involves during 
the learning of rational numbers (Lamon, 1993; Behr, Harel, Post and Lesh, 
1994; Sutton-Alexander, 1997). However, elaborative study is absent to 
investigate the content constituent of unit concepts as well as its influence on 
rational number multiplication and division. 
Hence in the present study, it was intended to explore the relationship 
between unit concept and rational number multiplication and division. First, 
the study would examine dimensions of unit concept as previous studies 
suggested that unit concepts may not be a uni-dimensional construct. 
Secondly, it would examine the influence of unit concepts on students' 
performance on situational in contrast to symbolic problems of rational 
number multiplication and division. Thirdly, it would look into possible 
relationship between unit concepts and various problem types of rational 
number multiplication and division among different grades of children. 
Findings of the study was expected to provide empirical evidence regarding 
the structure of unit concepts and its role in cognitive development of number 
sense across additive conceptual field to multiplicative conceptual field. In 
addition, the systematic analysis of unit concepts would highlight the 
importance of unit concepts during the conceptual development of rational 
number learning, which is overlooked by some educators. Hence, the study 
would provide inspiration in both the psychological and instructional 
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perspective of indigenous mathematical education. ； 
Organization of the thesis 
Chapter 2 contains a review of the literature on various psychological 
concepts about unit. It is divided into two sections: (1) the introduction of 
concepts of unit and the different concepts of unit as key elements for 
transforming children's learning from whole number to rational numbers and 
(2) the relationship between concepts of unit and rational number 
multiplication and division. This chapter provides the conceptual basis about 
concepts of unit and rational number that is essential in the later discussion of 
rational number multiplication and division in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 3 illustrates a conceptual analysis as well as a classification of 
rational number multiplication and divisions. The chapter contains four 
sections. The first section describes the semantics of rational numbers. 
Then, the structure of multiplication and division are illustrated. The 
classifications of multiplication and division from different researchers are 
discussed in this section. Next, the relationship between unit concepts and 
rational number multiplication and division is elaborated. It articulates how 
the concepts of unit act as the foundation of rational number understanding as 
well as how they affect children's ability in solving rational number 
multiplication and division problems. Finally, the research questions of the 
present study are presented, that were formulated based on the previous 
discussion. 
Chapter 4 presents the overall research design and methodology, 
including the characteristics of participants, method of constructing test 
instruments, content of the instruments and procedures of data collection. 
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Chapter 5 reports results of the study with regard to the research 丨 ‘ 
questions. Chapter 6 discusses implications of the findings and limitations of 
the study. 
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTS OF UNIT 
Introduction 
Behr et.al (1992) have posed several meaningful questions to the research 
on the multiplicative structures: "Do firm cognitive links exist between the 
two systems (additive and multiplicative)? If cognitive links do exist, what are 
they? If cognitive links exist between the two structures, how can we help 
children develop these links? Does the acquisition of these links facilitate the 
transition to the field of multiplicative structures so that learning of concepts, 
operations, and relationships in this complex domain would be easier than it 
currently is for children? If such links are found to exist, can multiplicative 
concepts be learned earlier in the curriculum and be somewhat concurrent with 
learning about additive structures?，，(pp.l21) 
Multiplicative structures signify the distinction as well as cmfirmity of 
their conceptual relationships with additive structure. The structures are 
viewing as sets of problems involving multiplicative operations, including 
multiplication, division, fraction and ratio (Vergnaud, 1983). Behr et al. 
suggested that there are some important cognitive links existing between the 
two conceptual fields and attempted to identify connections between the two 
fields. 
In the present study, the concept of unit was proposed as one of the links 
based on the previous studies. It was attempted to identify the proposed 
cognitive link, unit concepts, and its role in rational number multiplication and 
divisions. In the sections followed, the role of concepts of unit in 
transforming learning from whole numbers to rational numbers was elaborated. 
Next, the types of concepts of unit identified from previous study was 
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illustrated. 
Concepts of Unit as Key Concepts for Transforming Learning from 
Whole Numbers to Rational Numbers 
Development of Unit Concepts across Additive and Multiplication Conceptual 
Fields 
Lamon (1994) delineated the cognitive processes that underlie the 
development of unit concepts in children. The processes are summarized in 
Table 1. From Table 1, it is important to notice that the ability of forming 
composite unit and the flexibility of unit concept act as the underlying, 
fundamental concept during development of rational number knowledge. 
The simple structure of unit progressively develops into more sophisticated 
unit concept in the course of development from additive conceptual field to the 
multiplicative conceptual field. As shown in the Table, there are three 
distinctive phases in the developmental change of unit concept across the two 
fields. The first phase is the additive conceptual field that involves mainly 
addition and subtraction of whole numbers. The second phase involves the 
multiplication and division of whole numbers, and the last phase refers to the 
multiplicative conceptual field including the concepts of multiplication and 
rational numbers (e.g. ratio). 
Children begin to build up the concept of “one” and the conceptual unit 
that “one’，represents by counting. They count objects one by one and 
eventually they are able to create a composite unit by subitizing when objects 
are visible to them. When their learning develops into the second phase, it 
involves the extensive practice of composite units. This composition of units 
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by modeling and counting activities are demonstrated in research on children's 
thinking process, including addition and subtraction process (Carpenter and 
Moser, 1983) and in multiplication (Steffe, 1994). 
Table 1 The development of unit concepts in children across additive and 
multiplicative conceptual fields  
Developmental Additive Conceptual Multiplicative Conceptual Multiplicative 
Processes Field (+ or -) Field (x or +) Conceptual Field (Ratio) 
Modeling and Counting objects Segmented counting: Counting triggered by 
Counting 1’ 2，3，4，5 forming experential pictorial presentation; 
Subitizing: The visual composites forming experential 
formation of How many 3s in 12: ratios: matching three 
composition units 1,2,3; 4,5,6; 7,8,9; 10,11,12 aliens and five food 
A A A pellets 
A A 5 
Conposing Constructing a numerical Early multiplication Repetitively matching 
composite: scheme: repetitively and counting three units 
forming and counting three and five units 
units: 
1 - 2 - 3 1 ^ 1-2-3 1-2-3-4-5 1 
5 6 7 8 1 - 2 - 3 2 i 1-2-3 1-2-3-4-5 2 
1 - 2 - 3 3 4 x 3 1-2-3 1-2-3-4-5 3 
1 - 2 - 3 4 J 
Abstracting Constructing and Forming iterable units: 3 is Iterable ratios: 6:10 and 
abstract numerical stripped of its composite 9:15 represent the same 
composite: thinking of quality: relationship as 3:5 
one five-unit without 3 is 
considering its 6 is 2 ^ 
constituent one units 9 is 3 ( double counting 
12 is 4 � 
Relating PPW""'"the whole is a PPW, the distributive PPW, a multiple of the 
numerical composite property: eight four units whole is conq)osed of 
whose parts are also can be achieved by adding multiples of different 
coiT^osites five four-units and three composite units: 
four-units; parts are 5(8-units) = 5(3-iinits) + 
multiples of the same 5(4-units) + 
composite units 5( 1 -units) 
(Source: Lamon, 1994, ppl 14. The increasing complexity of the unitizing process as revealed by 
children's thinking in the additive and multiplicative conceptual fields.) 
Note 1: PPW refers to part-part-whole. 
With respect to the process of "abstracting", it is the apparent process that 
children grow in their sophistication of number concepts. After constructing 
abstract numerical concepts, children are able to build up meaningful 
relationship between concepts. For instance, for the part-part-whole 
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relationship in addition and subtraction, the unit whole is conceived as 
composite unit while the parts are also composite units. Similarly, in the 
early multiplicative scheme, children count repetitively three units by three 
units, instead of counting one by one. Moreover, in understanding ratio, 
children need to demonstrate the ability of forming composite units. For 
instance, in Lamon's study (1994)，a ratio task was given to children. It was 
about a ratio between number of aliens and the amount of food they needed 
each day. Children successfully matched that three aliens and five food 
pellets needed each day, and children were able to count another three aliens 
and matched with another five food pellets and counted “two days” (Lamon, 
1994). Hence, it is noticed that when children are solving ratio problems, 
they need to conceptually coordinate multiples of different composite units. 
The two crucial cognitive processes underlying the various kinds of unit 
concepts are "unitizing" and "norming" as termed by Lamon (1999). 
“Unitizing” refers to the cognitive process to interpret a situation and to 
form a referent unit or a unit whole in order to facilitate the "re-interpretation" 
of the situation and, finally obtaining the problem solution (Lamon, 1994). 
Lamon (1994; 1999) described it as a way of subjective thinking, and “it is a 
cognitive process that occurs after deciding on the unit and it anticipates or 
sets the stage for operating on the unit (pp.42).，，The process of unitizing 
also involves the progressive sophisticated composition of units, which 
enables children to create complex quantity structures. For instance, in the 
case of a pack of cola, one would interpret it as 24(1-units), that is 24 (cans), 
or 2(12-units), or 4 (6-units). Children with higher ability to form and 
operate with complex unit structures showed more sophisticated cognitive 
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reasoning. Hence, it is suggested that an increasing sophisticated unitizing 
process may act as important mechanism in understanding and solving 
mathematical problems involving rational numbers. 
After children formed a composite unit, they would undergo a cognitive 
process of re-interpreting the given situation in terms of that unit (Lamon, 
1994). This process is known as norming, it is '*the process of 
re-conceptualizing a system in relation to some fixed unit or standard" 
(Freudenthal, 1983; cited in Lamon, 1994, pp94). For instance, the process 
of fraction division may also be interpreted as norming. After determining 
the divisor as the norming unit, children would probably re-interpret the 
dividend with reference to the unit of divisor. The norming process is 
especially important for the interpretation of ratio and proportion. 
These two processes, unitizing and norming, are closely related to various 
rational number situations. For instance, when children were given the 
mathematical symbol of “1/3”，by referring to the unit, the unit whole and the 
mathematical situations, they would realize that it could represent different 
amount of entity. In that case, unitizing and norming play a crucial role in 
the interpretation of the fraction concept (Lamon, 1994). 
Lamon (1996) investigated the unitizing strategies of 344 children from 
grades four to eight. Results revealed that children with higher grade levels 
would demonstrate more economical partitioning strategies and more use of 
composite units. Children showed immediate decomposition of a given unit 
whole during partition activities, they exhibited little difficulties in 
re-unitization of smaller composite units. 
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Six Aspects of Unit Concept 
Several aspects of unit concept, such as partitioning, composition and 
decomposition of unit, reconstructing of unit whole etc., all involve the 
unitizing process. However, they have shown different levels of complexity 
and abstraction in children's conceptualization of unit concept. Based on the 
literature, six related aspects of unit concept are differentiated. They include 
partitioning, formation of singleton and composite unit, composition and 
decomposition of unit, a flexible concept of measurement unit, reconstructing 
of unit whole and fraction equivalence. In the following paragraphs, these 
unit concepts are explained and their examples are provided in Table 2，which 
further show their relationship to the development of rational number 
understanding. 
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Table 2 Sample items of Concepts of Unit  
Item I Descriptions Source 
Unitizing 
1 "Suppose you go to the store and you see a sign that says Lamon 
oranges are 3 for $0.67. You want to buy 9 oranges. If (1999，pp48) 
you think in terms of single orange, or 9 (1-units), you will 
figure out that one orange costs 22.J3J5cents. Now you 
need to multiply by 9 to get the cost of 9 oranges. If you 
round before multiplying by 9，you magnify the error due 
to rounding by a factor of 9. In this case, it would 
definitely be easier to think about a group of 3 oranges. If 
we unitize 9 oranges as 3 (3-packs), then the cost of 9 
oranges is just 3 times $0.67 or exactly $2.01.” 
2 Which cereal is better buy? Mighty Hunks costs $3.36 for 
16 oz. While Super Chunks costs $2.64 for 12 oz. 
Children may find out the cost of each ounce of each box 
of cereal. However, it is much difficult to divide mentally 
with decimals. However, it is probably much easier to 
take each of the units and unitize them into 4-oimces unit. 
Hence, 16 ounces are divided as 4(4-ounces) and 12 ounces 
as 3(4-ounces) units. Thus, for the "Might Hunks" the 
costs of each (4-ounces) unit is $3.36 +4 = $0.84 while the 
cost of “Super Chunks” is $2.64 +3 = $0.88. Children 
should be encouraged to solve problem and provide 
reasoning in multiple strategies instead of solely by solving 
the problem by finding unit price through the particular 
mathematical procedures. 
3 Children were given the 11 tasks and they were required to Lamon 
use pictures to show how they would share various types of (1996，pp.l7 
food among the given number of people. (See Table 3) 4) 
Norming 
1 Norming in Pattern blocks (Lamon, 
1994，pp98) 
If Q Q =1, draw 1/8. 
If / \ =1，what fraction does A represent? 
2 Norming in division of fraction (Lamon, 
1994，pp99) 
3/4 +1/2 = ？ (How many l/2s are in 3/4?) 
1/2 is treated as the unit whole instead of a complete circle 
and 3/4 is reinteroreted in terms of that unit 
( S : 0 + p 
3/4 = 1(1/2) + 1/2 (1/2) 
Answer: 3/4 +1/2 = 1 1/2 of the unit whole.  
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Table 2 (continued) Sample items of Concepts of Unit 
Item I Descriptions Source 
Partitioning 
1 Children were provided one circular and four rectangular Pothier and 
cakes, a circular cookie, some sticks and a set of miniature Sawada 
dolls. Children were asked to demonstrate how they (1983). 
would cut the cake so that each person in the birthday party 
would get the same amount of shares. They were initially 
asked to partition the cake for 2 people, then cut for 4，3 
and 5 people subsequently, older children were asked to cut 
the cake for 4,8, 16, and then 5, 10 and 20 people, and 3，6， 
12 people additionally. 
Formation of Singleton and Composite of Units 
1 “Lisa has 5 bags containing 4 candies and one bag with 2 (Sutton-Alex 
candies. Mark has 2 bags with 4 candies and 5 bags with ander, 1997， 
2 candies. If they combine their candies, putting them in pp295) 
bags with 4 candies each, how many bags will they use? 
Use the materials on the table to help you solve the 
problem. Describe your process for solving this problem. 
Use drawings to help you explain.，， 
2 "Five boxes of golf balls, each containing one dozen of 
balls, are to be repackaged into mini-sets of four balls each. 
How many four-packs can be formed?” 
3 "If you can buy 3 tapes for $5, how much will you pay for (Sut ton-Alex 
24 tapes? Use the counters on the table to help you solve ander, 1997， 
the problem. Draw your solution strategy." pp296) 
A Flexible Concept of Measurement Unit 
1 Children were given fraction circles in different colors and (Sutton-Alex 
sizes. They were asked to use the fraction circles to solve ander, 1997， 
each problem. Make 1 orange the unit whole. What pp303-304) 
fraction name can you give these pieces? 
1 yellow = 1 brown = 
1 pink = 1 red = 
1 clear = 1 blue = 
2 Children were given fraction circles in different colors and 
sizes. They were asked to use their fraction circles to 
name each fraction piece. 
1 green = red-unit. 
1 green = orange-unit. 
(How can the same piece have different names?) 
1 orange = green-unit. 
Make a drawing to help you solve the above problem. 
Note: Size and color of fraction circles: Black (1 unit); Orange (1/2 unit); Green (1/3 unit); 
Pink (1/4 Unit); Blue (1/5 unit); Red (1/6 unit); Brown (1/7 unit); Yellow (1/10 Unit) and Tan 
(1/12 Unit).  
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Table 2 (continued) Sample items of Concepts of Unit 
Item Descriptions Source 
Decomposition and Composition of Unit 
1 Use of variety of manipulatives-fraction circles and (Sutton-Alex 
squares, fraction strips, chips, and paper strips for ander, 1997; 
folding-exercise served to broaden students understandings Lamon, 
of unit concepts and to facilitate linkage of concepts from 1999) 
whole number to rational number domains. E.g. 
paper-folding expanded children's models to include the 
embedded units model for decomposition tasks. 
If •• = 1/3, draw 1/2. Sutton-Alex 
•• ander, 1997, 
pp293 
Reconstructing the Unit Whole  
1 "This pink piece is half of something. How can I find the Sutton-Alex 
value of these other pieces which are part of the same ander, 1997， 
unit?”N°" pp307 
1 tan = 2 red = 
1 brown = 2 green = 
2 "The chips shown below represent part of a unit whole. Sutton-Alex 
Model the unit fraction with your chips, then draw the ander, 1997, 
model you used to find the unit whole.” pp308 
••• 
This 書參參 is 3/5 of a unit. Draw the unit.  
3 "Look at the picture below. The can holds some marbles. Taube 
The 6 marbles shown are only 2 fifths of the total marbles. (1995) 





e. I don't know  
Fraction equivalence and Ordering of Fraction  
1 Embodiment: Color-coded circular pieces (Behr et. al, 
Activity: Name pieces, compare sizes, observe that as size 1984; 
decreases, number to make whole increases, and observe pp326) 
equivalence.  
2 Embodiment: Number line 
Activity: Associate whole numbers, fractions, and mixed 
numbers with points on number line, convert improper 
fractions to whole or mixed numbers, determine 
equivalence, add fractions with same denominators.  
3 Embodiment: Chips paper folding 
Activity: represent a model for multiplication of fractions, 
generalize to algorithm with product of numerators and 
product of denominators.  
4 “One third and one forth’，，are they equal or is one less?  
5 “One fifth and one tenth, which is less" |  
Note: Size and color of fraction circles: Black (1 unit); Green (1/3 unit); Pink (1/4 Unit); Blue 
(1/5 unit); Red (1/6 unit); Brown (1/7 unit); Yellow (1/10 Unit) and Tan (1/12 Unit).  
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Formation of Units in Rational Number Situation by Partitioning As 
aforementioned in the preceding section, partitioning is described as 
precursory cognitive process of rational number learning. It acts as a 
foundation to establish rational number knowledge. Pothier and Sawada 
(1983) conducted a study to investigate the partitioning abilities of 43 children 
from kindergarten to grade three in a primary school. They found that 
children proceeded their partitioning skills progressively, with the most initial 
level as sharing, while the level two, three and four would be algorithmic 
halving, evenness and oddness respectively. Each of the levels is explained 
below. 
At the first level, children learned sharing in half in social settings (Kieren, 
1988). However, sometimes they divided into uneven shares, more than 
necessary parts, and did not associate the meaning of half in a number sense. 
At the level of algorithmic halving, children who mastered bisecting process 
were able to partition in eighths and sixteenths with rectangular and circular 
regions. Children performed the tasks by successive partitioning, but without 
the scrutiny of the partitions and careful concern for equality. 
At the third level, evenness, children reaching this level attended to the 
resulted pattern of partitioning. Most of the children examined the partitions 
and determined if they were equal, or even. They recognized that equality is 
a characteristic of partitioning. Moreover, they were able to partition unit 
fractions with even denominators, but they were unable to form thirds or 
fifths. 
At the forth level, oddness, children became aware of the defection of 
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halving algorithm in partitioning “odd” numbers of parts, such as thirds or 
fifths. They realized that a different initial cut was necessary to partition into 
thirds and fifths, which "freeing them from the dominance of the halving 
algorithm" (Pothier and Sawada;i983). Moreover, children usually 
accomplished the tasks by counting algorithm to guide the partitioning. They 
produced the shares one by one and counted the results. 
There is another level of partitioning that was not revealed by the data in 
the study, but it reflects a more sophisticated partitioning skill i.e., composition. 
The counting algorithm adopted in the previous level is suitable for small odd 
numbers. But it makes difficult for children to attain in partitioning large 
numbers of pieces. It can be obtained if children initially partition the region 
in thirds and then further trisected each part. Children who successfully 
proceed to this level are required to employ a multiplicative algorithm. 
Pothier and Sawada's study also demonstrated that partitioning strategies 
of children varied according to the unit defined in the task. Partitioning 
strategies were situational specific and influenced by social practice (Lamon, 
1996). Therefore, the types of units may also play a role in affecting the 
strategies of partitioning (Pothier & Sawada» 1990). Usually, types of unit 
may appear in various forms (See Table 3). They included discrete objects, 
discrete set of objects with divisible elements (e.g., cookies, Pothier & Sawada, 
1983), discrete set with subsets separable (e.g., a box of candy), continuous 
quantity with subsets separable (e.g., chocolate bar), and continuous quantity 
(e.g., cake, pizza, etc.). 
Lamon (1996) summarized the relationship between partitioning and 
rational number learning as that "rational numbers are a quotient field, 
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partitioning itself is an operation that plays a role in generating each of those 
subconstnicts (unitizing, compositions and recompositions of unit)". She 
suggested that the processes of unitizing and partitioning have complementary 
nature, which provide children with "extensive pre-symbolic experiences，，. 
These processes underlie the development of a flexible concept of unit, 
conceptually connect the additive and multiplicative aspects of rational 
number by these conceptual and graphical mechanisms, and eventually 
enhance the transformation from whole numbers to rational numbers. 
Table 3 Partitioning Tasks Used for Studying Unitizing  
Characteristics Identifier Task  
Discrete Subsets Eggs You have the carton of 12 eggs pictured 
separable Array form below and 3 people who want to eat them 
for breakfast. 
< 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 、 
〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
J 
Discrete Subsets Gum You have 5 packs of gum and 4 people, (a 
separable composite pack of gum has 5 sticks of gum inside.) 
form 
Cola You have 8 six-packs of cola and 3 people 
Juice You have 2 six-packs of juice and 4 people 
Continuous elements Pepperoni You have 4 pepperoni pizza pies and 3 
dissectible like items pizza people. 
Chocolate You have 4 chocolate chip cookies and 3 
chip children 
cookies 
Oatmeal You have 4 oatmeal cookies and 6 children 
cookies 
Continuous elements 4 pizzas You have 1 cheese pizza, 1 mushroom 
dissectible unlike pizza, 1 sausage pizza, and 1 pepperoni 
items pizza for 3 people 
3 meals You have 3 Chinese dinners (1 pork, 1 
beef, and 1 chicken) and 6 people to eat 
dinner. 
Continuous subsets Candy You have the 2 candy bars shown below 
separable and 5 children. 
prepartitioned ； 
Source: Lamon, 1994，pp.1 J4 
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Formation of Singleton and Composite Unit Behr et al. (1992, p.299) 
emphasized the importance of singleton unit and composite unit in developing 
rational number understanding. Researchers also indicated the critical role of 
these unit types as linkage between concept of rational numbers and other 
conceptual areas, such as whole number, algebra, and exponentiation. -
The example of a mother putting party favors in each cup could be used to 
illustrated the idea of singleton and composite unit. If children count the 
favors one-by-one with another child's favor, that is "the attribute of oneness 
particularized as the attribute of concern", then the favors are conceptualized 
as "singleton unit’，. That is, one favor as 1 (1-unit), two favors as 2(l-unit)s. 
However, when children attend to a group of favors because they have some 
common attributes so that they count the group of favors in another way, and 
identify the cardinality for this group of favors, they have determined a 
composite unit for this group of favors. For instance, children would 
interpret the cup with 2 (l-unit)s favors as a 1 (2-unit) cup. 
Lamon (1994) suggested that multiplicative structures involve various 
level of cognitive complexity, and it is still unclear that how children develop 
such complexity from additive structures to multiplicative structure of thinking. 
However, as she has elaborated in her article (Lamon, 1999)，children's 
interpretation of a simple multiplicative structure would usually rely on the 
forming of different composite unit in order to find solutions. Hence, it is 
advisable to consider the role of composite units in the development of such 
thinking structures. Moreover, she also suggested that if children have 
difficulties to think about composite units, it would be an obstacle for them to 
interpret the computations on these units. 
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A Flexible Concept of Measurement Unit Acquiring the concept of 
rational number is accompanied by the development of a flexible concept of 
measurement unit. Children may leam that with different-sized 
measurements, the number of measure will be smaller or larger, depending on 
the size of the measuring unit (Lamon, 1999). This conveys to the children 
that when considering fractions, the focus should be on the relative amount 
between the entity and the measuring unit. It helps children to acquire the 
flexible concept of unit. 
Decomposition and Composition of Unit Decomposition and 
composition of unit enable children to recognize non-unit fractions as 
iterations of unit fractions. It also refers to the task that how children 
compose the unit, either implicitly or explicitly (Lamon, 1999). Sometimes, 
the unit is already defined explicitly. For example, John and his friends 
ordered two pizzas, each cut into 8 equal slices. They ate 13 slices. How 
much of the pizza was left? The unit in this problem is the "two pizzas’，or 
“16 slices，，. Hence, 3/16 of the pizza was left. 
However, the unit is usually implicitly defined. The way to define unit is 
built into the situation of the problem. Researchers also found that usually it 
is the most difficult task for beginners to recognize a unit, which is defined 
implicitly in the problem (Lamon, 1999). For example, 二 二 is 2/3, find the 
unit. 
Behr et.al (1992) illustrated the importance of unit decomposition and 
composition in children's solving rational number problems. Their results 
demonstrated that fifth-graded children with successful unit fraction 
V • 
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decomposition and composition could provide correct solutions to problems 
that involved reconstructing the unit whole, finding some part of the unit or 
even multiple of the unit. 
Reconstructing the Unit Whole Taube (1995) indicated that in addition 
to analyzing children's mechanisms for partitioning the unit, examining their 
knowledge in reconstructing the unit by a given fractional part should receive 
equal importance. Saenz-Ludlow (1994) also suggested that part-to-whole 
and whole-to-part knowledge and operations are both beneficial to better 
quantitative understanding of rational numbers. 
Taube (1995) conducted a study with 344 subjects across six levels, from 
Grade 4 to college students. Six problems with 3 items in area context and 
another 3 in set context were presented to students and required them to 
reconstruct the whole by a given fraction part. Results revealed that children 
at grade 6 and 7 outperformed the other participants, followed by the group of 
pre-service teachers. It was unexplored why the ability of reconstructing of 
whole was not developed with age in the study. 
With regard to the sample items of decomposition and re-composition of 
unit and the reconstructing of unit whole (Table 2), it should be noted that the' 
items are quite similar, it is believed that these two constructs may not be 
clearly differentiated. Hence, these two constructs may not be easily 
examined separately. They simply may be the same construct or children 
apply similar cognitive process in handling these items. 
Fraction Equivalence Fraction equivalence acts an indispensable part 
of rational number understanding (Hunting, 1984; Wachsmuth, Behr and Post, 
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1983). The mastery of fraction equivalence and ordering of rational numbers 
require the understanding of the compensatory characteristics between the size 
and the number of parts in a equal-partitioned unit (Behr et; al, 1984). Post, 
Wachsmuth, Lesh, and Behr (1985) indicated that children who successfully 
performed the tasks would probably be able to think flexibly in coordinating 
between-mode (e.g. a graph to a numerical representation) translations and 
within-mode transformations. The children would also be able to reason 
about rational numbers that is progressively independent from concrete 
representations. 
To summarize, through the identification of the unit concepts under 
development, it demonstrated that unit concepts contain various cognitive 
processes. Their development involves different stages across additive to 
multiplicative conceptual field, encompassing the change of number types and 
mathematical operations. Children with sophisticated unit concepts could 
solve fraction problem more effectively. 
It is noted that these concepts of units were examined independently by 
different researchers, hence, it is difficult to portray the entire influence of 
these unit concepts on the learning of rational numbers. In addition, 
researchers usually illustrated only one or two concepts of unit for the 
conceptual development of small groups of children in their studies. It is 
difficult to determine if the results were caused by individual differences or the 
effect of conceptual transformation. Therefore, the present study, aimed at 
identifying the different concepts of unit and their relationship with rational 
number multiplication and division. 
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CHAPTER 3: SITUATIONS OF MULTIPLICATION A N D DIVISION 
Introduction 
Vergnaud (1983) provided a comprehensive elaboration on the 
relationships among various mathematical concepts, including rational 
numbers and multiplication/division operations, and placed them into a broad 
mathematics structure. That is the structures of multiplicative conceptual 
field. The conceptual field notion is also regarded as having a psychological 
entity of cognitive complexity. 
Vergnaud (1988，1994) defined the conceptual field as a set of related 
situations. The multiplicative conceptual field consists of: 
“....all situations that can be analyzed as simple and multiple 
proportion problems and for which one usually needs to multiply 
or divide. Several kinds of mathematical concepts are tied to 
those situations and the thinking needed to master them. Among 
these concepts are linear and non linear functions, vector spaces, 
dimensional analysis, fraction, ratio, rate, rational number, and 
multiplication and division，，(Vergnaud, 1994，pp.141). 
In order to reach the mastery of the multiplicative structures of thinking, 
one is required to master the several concepts of different natures but of 
inter-dependent in the field. When children encounter the problems of 
multiplcative structures that beyond whole numbers, it requires a conceptual 
restructuring (Greer, 1992, 1994; Vergnaud, 1988). 
In the following sections, semantics of rational number are first 
introduced. And then the structure of multiplication and division problems is 
elaborated. It is followed by a discussion of relationship between unit 
concepts and the performance on multiplication and division problems. Next, 
the implicit model that children adopted when encountering rational number 
multiplication and division problems is illustrated. The illustration of this 
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model supports the assertion made by Greer (1992) that when children develop 
their multiplicative thinking beyond whole numbers, it requires a conceptual 
restructuring. The model also provides the evidence that the development of 
unit concepts be an essential key during the conceptual restructuring. Finally, 
the role of unit concepts in rational number multiplication and division is 
explained. 
Semantics of Rational Numbers 
Based on the results of various experiments on rational numbers learning, 
researchers attempted to articulate the multi-facet nature of rational numbers. 
Kieren (1981, cited in Behr, Lesh, Post & Silver, 1983) identified five basic 
subconstructs of rational numbers, including part-whole, quotient, measure, 
ratio, and operator. It is believed that they are suffice in clarifying the 
meanings of rational number (Sutton-Alexander, 1997). Hence, in this 
section, the properties of the five subconstructs will be discussed accordingly 
and their relationships with unit concepts will be explained simultaneously. 
Sample items of the semantics are shown in Table 4. 
Part-whole Subconstruct/ Part-whole Comparison 
This is the most common or obvious subconstruct of rational number in 
daily teaching instruction. Behr et.al (1992) noted that classroom 
instructions usually emphasize this subconstuct and it is believed as being the 
fundamental subconstruct among all (Behr, et.al，1983). The subconstruct 
may be interpreted as parts of a whole for continuous quantity as well as for 
discrete quantity. It depends directly on the ability to partition a given 
quantity (Behr et.al, 1983). It also refers to the comparison between one or 
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more equal parts of a unit and the total number of equal parts that the unit has 
been divided (Lamon, 1999). 
The part-whole subconstruct is closely related to the unit concepts 
(Lamon, 1999). Children with different level of mastery in unit concepts 
may perform differently on the subconstruct. For instance, in order to 
understand the fractions represented in part-whole subconstruct, children are 
required to conceive that: a) a given portion is not the same as one piece; b) 
the given portion may not represent a fixed size, the amount in it depends on 
the number of equal-sized portions formed in that unit; and c) the number of 
parts and the size of parts depends on how the unit is unitized (Lamon, 1999). 
In Table 4, the items demonstrate that the process of unitizing enhance the 
process of forming and naming of a fraction in children. It is also believed 
that with a sophisticated concept of unitizing and part-whole comparison, 
children would probably solving problems with continuous quantity 
effectively. 
Quotient 
A rational number may be defined as quotient. It is the result of a 
division. That is the quotient interpretation of rational number (Behr et.al, 
1983). The quotient subconstruct can be interpreted in two perspectives. 
For instance, 8/4 and 2/3 can be interpreted as equivalence of 2 and 0.666 
respectively. In addition, it can also be interpreted as an element of quotient 
field. It can define equivalence, addition, multiplication by equations or 
other abstract algebraic algorithms (Behr et.al, 1983). 
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Table 4 Sample tasks for semantics of rational number 
Description Source 
Part-whole subconstruct / part-whole comparison 
Sample task 1 . If you have 32 cans of soda, how many (Lamon, 
6-packs do you have? When children separate 32 cans into 1999, 
6-packs, they find that there are 5(6-packs) and 2 cans. pp60-63) 
The two cans make up what part of the unit? 
Unitize the numerator and the denominator using the same 
size chunks. One way to do this is to think of a 6-pack as 
6 individual cans (decomposition). Then it has 2/6 of a 
6-pack. Altogether, there are 5 2/6 (6-packs) of soda. 
It might also be thought of the 6-pack as 3(2-packs), 
hence, there are a total of 5 1/3 (6-packs). 
Sample task 2 . Represent each of the following relationships (Lamon, 
in a drawing. 1999; pp 72) 
a. Five ninths of the committee members are women. 
b. I have 4 acres of land and I have 5/6 of it planted in com. 
c. I have 10 acres of land and 2/5 of it is a lake. 
d. I had 2 cakes and 5/6 of them were eaten. 
e. I have 2 cupcakes but Jack has 7/4 as many as I do. 
Quotient 
Sample task. (Lamon, 
Quotitive division 1999; 
If each boy needs a piece of rope 5/8 of a yard long, how many pp85-86) 
boys can cut a piece from a hank of rope 6 yards long? 
Partitive division (Lamon, 
If 5 people share 4 pancakes, how much will each person eat? 1999; pp89) 
Operators 
Sample task 1. Lamon 
Use symbols to explain the process shown: (1999, pp. 
. 107-108) 
I _ _ U i r a 
Sample task 2. Using pictures, show what happens to a set of 
12 objects when a "5/6 of operator acts on the results of a "3/4 
of’ operator. Also, show what happens when a ‘‘3/4 of 
operator acts on the results of a “5/6 of operator.  
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Table 4 (Continued) Sample tasks for semantics of rational number 
Description Source 
Measures 
Sample task 1 . (Lamon, 
Name two numbers between the pair of points. 1999; 
4 ” ^ pp.124-126) 
0 1 
Sample task 2 
In each case, use a number line to order these fractions from 
smallest to the largest. 
a. 11/12,5/6,21/24 
b. 3/9，5/6，1/2 
c. 13/14, 6/7, 27/28 
Sample task 3 
By partitioning the interval between the given fractions, find 
two fractions between them. 
a. 1/6 and 1/5 
b. 9/10 and 1 
Ratio 
Sample task. (Lamon, 
Build a ratio table for each of the following situations: 1999; pp. 183) 
i. In class today, Amy, who weighs 1601b.，found out that she 
would weigh 416 pounds on the planet Jupiter. How 
much would Jess weigh, if her weight on earth is 1201b. 
ii. If I want to allow 3/5 of a pizza for each person who 
attends my party, how much pizza will I need for 14 
people? 
iii. If 5 out of every 8 seniors at Marquette University live in 
apartments, how many of the 30 students in my math class 
are likely to live in the dorm or at home? 
iv. I paid $1.12 tax on a $20 purchase. How much tax will I 
be charged if I spend $45.50? 
V. $4.50 U.S. is the equivalent of $6 Australian. How much 
is $17.50 Australian in U.S. dollars? 
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There are two kinds of division, partitive and quotitive division. The 
partitive division involves partitioning or dividing the object into equal parts 
or shares. The question of this kind may be asked like this: Share four 
cookies among three people. Another meaning of the quotient semantics of 
rational numbers, the quotitive division, is about quoting a "per share" quantity. 
This kind of question may be asked: how many such shares can be measured 
out of the larger quantity (Lamon, 1999). Moreover, in quotitive division, the 
unit of divisor is also determined as a new unit of measure. 
Operators 
In this operator subconstruct, rational numbers are viewed as functions 
which may "transform" the original quantity of a set (Lamon, 1999). 
Basically, it may be interpreted as that the numerator causes an extension of 
the quantity of objects or sets, while the denominator causes a contraction. 
Hence, the numerator and denominator may have the paired interpretations 
such as, stretcher and shrinker, multiplier and divisor as well as duplicator and 
partition reducer (Behr et.al, 1992). Lamon (1999) also defined the role of 
operators as "lengthen or shorten line segments, increase or decrease the 
number of items in a set of discrete objects, or take a figure in the geometric 
plane, and map it into a larger or smaller figure of the same shape." 
The interpretation of operator subconstruct is determined by the unit 
concept of composition (Lamon, 1999). For instance, when children were 
given the operator of “3/5 of，，actually they undergo two processes of 
composition. It involves a composition of multiplication, which enlarges the 
objects into 3 times of its original size and then the process of division by 
reducing the object to 1/5 of its size. Students must be able to view the 
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composition processes as separate process and finally able to interpret the 
composition of compositions (Lamon, 1999). In addition, it is also believed 
that operator subconstruct leads naturally to the understanding of fraction 
multiplication and division (Lamon, 1999). For instance, 2/3 (3/4) can be 
interpreted as "take 2/3 of 3/4 of a unit". 
Measures 
Rational numbers provide us a means or a common symbol to measure 
any objects or quantity of stuff. The number of equal parts of a unit may 
vary in a dynamic sense, depends on how accurate the readings are required. 
Hence, the measure subconstruct of rational numbers is closely associated with 
the "points" on a particular measuring tool, i.e., the measures of distances. 
Beyond this, the notion of measures subconstruct is also connected to the idea 
of partitioning, as the measures of distances depends on how fine we partition 
the unit interval into equal parts (Lamon, 1999). 
When considering rational numbers as measures, it focus on the 
"successively partitioning the unit” (Lamon, 1999, ppl 14). The subconstruct 
of measures has an important implication on the understanding of rational 
numbers, of which involves the experiences embedded in a dynamic 
movement of infinite number of measuring points along the number line, 
founds or strengthen the sense of density, order, equivalence, and relative 
magnitudes of rational numbers. 
Ratio 
A ratio is usually viewed as a comparison of any two quantities (Lamon, 
1999). Ratios sometimes compare two quantities in the same type, for 
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instance, the part-whole comparison and the part-part comparison. 
Part-whole comparison is the ratio between the quantity of part of a set and the 
quantity of the whole set. And, part-part comparison represents the ratio 
between the quantity of part of a set and the quantity of another part of a set 
(Lamon, 1999). For example, for a box of 24 chocolate bar that contains 8 
white chocolate bars and 16 dark chocolate bars, the part-whole ratio of white 
chocolate bar to the whole box of chocolate may be 8:24. The part-part ratio 
between the white chocolate and dark chocolate bar would then become 8:16. 
In addition, ratios may also be the comparison between different types of 
quantity. It is usually called a rate. When using “rate，’ to represent the 
comparison, it may imply that the relationship of the quantity remains 
unchanged in different situations. That is, with the above mentioned example, 
the box of chocolate costs $100 per box, therefore the rate may be $100 dollar 
for 1 box and $200 dollar for 2 boxes. The relationship between “dollar’，and 
"number of boxes’，is still 100 to 1 even in different cases. 
J 
However, unlike other subconstructs of rational numbers, ratios may not 
be always represented in fractions. For example the ratio between the 
circumstance (C) and the diameter (d) of a circle, C:d 二 tc. It is not 
appropriate to represent the Pi (71) in fraction terms as the quotient of two 
integers (Lamon, 1999). 
In particular, ratio subconstruct is often associated with proportion which 
is commonly defined as "an equality of two ratio，，(Lamon, 1999). In that 
case, the mechanism of ratio is closely associated with fraction equivalence 
(Lamon, 1999). In the course of grouping ratios into equivalent classes, 
actually it is the process of producing equivalence fractions. Although the 
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numbers in the ratio (not necessarily presented as numerator or denominator) � 
may vary, maybe larger or smaller, the members of the same class share the 
same relationship between the compared quantities. This founds children's 
cognitive ability for geometry learning. 
Among the five subconstmcts of rational number mentioned above, 
researches suggested that the part whole subconstmcts have been shown as a 
foundation of rational number concepts (Kieren, 1988; Pitkethly & Hunting, 
1996). Behr et al. (1983) also suggested that the part-whole interpretation of 
rational number relied directly on the partitioning of either a continuous 
quantity or a set of discrete objects into subparts or sets in equal size. 
Theoretically, Behr et.al (1992) explained that concepts of unit, especially 
partitioning and composition and re-composition of units, are fundamental for 
students in understanding the relationship of rational numbers in different 
situations. Empirically, previous studies also demonstrated that concepts of 
. unit such as partitioning, composition of unit, fraction equivalence, and etc, 
helped solve rational number multipication, division and ratio problems 
(Sutton-Alexander, 1997; Lamon, 1999). Thus, concepts of unit facilitate 
children's understanding of semantics of rational numbers, and hence benefit 
their interpretation and solving of rational number multiplication and division 
problems. 
Structures of Multiplication and Division 
Based on the review of literatures, Greer (1992) indicated that the notions 
of multiplication and division are a sort situational specific. The 
interpretation of operations depends greatly on the context of the problem. In 
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various studies, different types and nature of multiplication and division items 
were adopted in assessing children's performance, hence, it is difficult for 
other researchers to summarize the findings from their counterparts to reach a 
conclusion. Vergnaud (1983) provided a classification to characterize 
multiplication and division involving different situations. Greer (1992; 1994) 
refined Vergnaud's system by distinguishing multiplications and divisions 
involving whole numbers from those involving fractions. In the following 
sections, the two classification systems are described in the hope they would 
provide a framework about multiplications and divisions for structuring the 
study. 
Vergnaud's Interpretation on Multiplicative Structures 
Vergnaud (1983) identified three subtypes of multiplication problems, 
isomorphism of measures, product of measures, and multiple proportion other 
than product. 
Isomorphism of measures. Isomorphism of measures refers to the 
"simple direct proportion between two measure-spaces Mi and M2，’(Vergnaud， 
1983; Nesher, 1988; Liu, 1996，pp324). Generally, people interpret the 
multiplication and division as the relationships between three quantities, that is 
multiplicand-multiplier-product or dividend-divisor-quotient, respectively. In 
Vergnaud’s analysis, he suggested a "four-place relation” which is based on 
the relations between two measure dimensions while each dimension contains 
two numbers in a given ratio (Nesher, 1988). The idea is illustrated with the 
following example. "Each people can get $25, how much can 12 people 
totally get? Basically, people would give an answer by $25 x 12 = $300, it is 
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the operations between two quantities that provided the third quantity. 
However, Vergnaud would interpret the relationship as operation involved four 
quantities. The two dimensions become number of people (Mi) and money 
they can get (M2). While there is only “1” person, one can get “$25，，and 
while there are “25” people, totally they can get “$300”. Hence, it is the 
relationship between four quantities (Liu, 1996; pp324). The "binary law of 
composition" provides an explanation for Vergnaud's analysis. He 
interpreted that children can recognize the situation as multiplicative, and they 
also know the answer can be yielded by $25 x 12. In that case the binary 
composition will be correct if a and b are perceived as numbers. However, if 
they are considered as magnitudes, it is difficult to explain why $25 x 12 
people would give out $300 instead of 300 people". The scheme in Fig 1 
illustrates the mechanism of isomorphism of measures for multiplication, a 
and b are the given magnitudes of the dimensions, while % is the unknown. 




Source: Vergnaud (1983) pp.129. 
Hence, Vergnaud discussed that most young children are less likely to 
extract binary law. Usually they would undergo either scalar operator or 
function operator to solve the problems. This kind of operation is defined as 
a unary operation. In scalar operation, children recognized the link between 
1 and b is the operator b under the dimension of Mi, hence, they would apply 
the operator b in transposing a to x under the dimension of M2. In function 
operator, children interpret the relationship between a and 1 as a quotient of 
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the two dimensions (e.g., money per person). Thus, the link between them 
becomes the operator a. Hence, the function operator would transpose from 
b by operator a to yield Children would obtained the result of^by^ x a. 
Vergnaud also defined three types of division problems according to the 
mechanism of isomorphism of measures. The first type involves the finding 
of unit value (Figure 2). Children can solve these kind of problem by 
applying scalar operator (divide by a) to the magnitude b. This is an 
inversion relationship of 1 x a = a while 义 x a = b. For instance, "Connie 
wants to share her sweets with Jane and Susan (a). Her mother gave her 12 
sweets (b). How many sweets {%) will each receive (1)?’，In this case, Mi = 
number of children and M2 = number of sweets. 
Figure 2 The first-type division to find the unit value/1) 
M, M2 
1 X=Al) 
a b=M Source: Vergnaud (1983) pp.131. 
The second type of division involves finding the unknown % by knowing 
f (X) andy(l). For example, "Peter has $15 to spend and he would like to buy 
miniature cars. They cost $3 each. How many cars can he buy?" (Vergnaud, 
1983; ppl32). This problem is more difficult than the first type of division by 
mentioning one, besides it is an inversion problem, the function operator also 
to be inverted and applied to b. Children are harder to conceive the inverse 
operator that links 1 to a (e.g. cars per dollar, hours per mile) (Vergnaud, 1983). 
Usually children prefer to solve the problem by finding scalar operator and 
transpose to Mi. 
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\ 
Figure 3 The second-type division to find x knowingy(x) and/l) 
Ml M2 
1 a=f(l) 
X b=f(x) Source: Vergnaud (1983) pp. 131. 
The third type of division is about the rule-of-three problems. It can be 
solved by different procedures by the properties of the four-term relationship 
of isomorphism of measures (Vergnaud, 1983)，in which four terms under two 
magnitudes are involved while one of the terms is equal to one (see Fig 4). 
For instance, "The consumption of my car is 7.5 liters of gas for 100 km. 
How much gas will I use for a vacation trip of 6580km?" 




Source: Vergnaud (1983) pp.133. 
Product of measures. The product of measures is considered as a 
structure consisting of the Cartesian composition of two measure spaces, Mi 
and M2, and yield the third measure M3 (Vergnaud, 1983; Nesher, 1988). The 
problems concerning area, volum, Cartesian product, etc. are identified as the 
multiplicative problem subtype of product of measures. The problems of this 
type involve double proportion of M3 to Mi and M2 independently. For 
instance, in the case of Cartesian product (Vergnaud, 1983; ppl34), four girls 
and 3 boys are at a dance. Each boy wants to dance with each girl, and each 
girl with each boy. How many different boy-girl couples are possible? In 
this sense, the number of couples is proportional to the number of boys when 
the number of girls is held constant, and vice versa. Hence, it demonstrates 
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the double proportion properties of product of measures. For example, 
"What is the area of a rectangular room that is 7m long and 4.4m wide? 
(Division) The area of a pool is 150m^. Filling it up requires 320m^ water. 
What is the average height of water?，， 
Multiple Proportion. The structure of multiple proportion is very similar 
to the product of measures on the basis that "a measure space M^ is 
proportional to two different independent measure-spaces Mi and M2. In the 
case of multiple proportion, the three magnitudes involved have their own 
intrinsic inter-relationship and none of them can be omitted to a product of the 
other two magnitudes (Vergnaud, 1983; Nesher, 1988). And Vergnaud 
further suggested that both the product of measures and the multiple 
proportion could be adequately interpreted by bilinear function. Vergnaud 
identified several classes of multiplication and division problems into this 
subtype of multiplicative problem. For examples, the problem of 
multipication such as “A family of 4 persons wants to spend 13 days at a resort. 
The cost per person is $35 per day. What will be the expense?，，. And, the 
problem of division may like that "A farmer tries to calculate the average 
production of milk of his cows during the 180 best days of the year. With 17 
cows, he has produced 70,340 liters of milk during that period. What is the 
average production of milk per cow per day?"(Vergnaud, 1983; ppl39). The 
division involves finding the unit value /(7,(Figure 5). This division 
problem is less likely to be found in the product of measures as ^ (1,1)=! 
formulate a metric system. 
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Figure 5 First-type division involves finding the unit value/1,1) 
TIME 
1 m  
1 % 
Cows 
17 70340 liters of milk 
Source: Vergnaud, 1983; ppl39 
Vergnaud has identified the second type of division problem in multiple 
proportion. This type involves finding x by k n o w i n g = b andy(l,l). 
(Figure 6) For instance, "a scout camp has just received 500 kg of cereal. 
The allowed distribution of cereal is 0.6kg per person per week. There are 
236 persons in the camp. How long will the cereal last?" (Vergnaud, 1983， 
P.139) 
Figure 6 Second-type division involves finding x knowing/(x,a)=b andy(l,l) 
TIME 
i Z  
1 0.6 
Person 
a=236 b=500 kg of cereal 
Source: Vergnaud, 1983; ppl39 
Greer's Classification on Multiplication/ Division Situations 
Greer (1992，1994) extended Vergnaud's three category-classification into 
10 categories by taking into consideration the situations on the basis of 
different types. The different number types include integers, integer multiplier, 
fractions and decimals. Table 5 demonstrated the various kinds of 
multiplication/division problems classified by Greer (1992, 1994). Table 6 
summarizes the categories of multiplication / division problem types according 
to the numbers involved in comparison with the classification suggested by 
Vergnaud (1983, 1988). 
According to Greer's analysis (1992; 1994)，multiplicative situations 
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include 10 groups: equal groups, equal measures, rate, measure conversion, 
multiplicative comparison, part/whole, multiplicative change, cartesian 
product, rectangular area and product of measure. The first seven classes 
illustrated in Table 5 are all subsumed into the category of "isomorphism of 
measures" in Vergnaud's analysis. And, the remaining three classes of 
situations in Table 5 are corresponding to the category of “product of 
measures”. Moreover, in Greer's (1992) analysis, he generalized the 
definition of partitive and quotitive division to all situations in Table 5，by 
defining partitive division as the division by multiplier while the quotitive 
division as division by multiplicand which is quite similar to that suggested by 
Fischbein et al.(1985). Greer particularly identified four situations for items 
involving fractions, they are "Rational rate，，，"Multiplicative comparison", 
"Part/Whole" and "Rectangular area" (refer to Table 6). Hence, in this 
section, only these four categories will be discussed in details. 
Firstly, the class of rational rate can be interpreted as equal groups in 
situations with integers. For instance, the fraction of a/b can be defined as a 
rate of 4 pizzas per child or even 5/3, which is expressed as 5 pizzas for every 
3 children. Secondly, for the class of multiplicative comparison, it subsumes 
the part-whole relationship and multiplicative comparison. In the case of 
part-whole comparison, it represents the relationship between the part and its 
whole by the notation a/b. The notion of part-whole relationship has been 
already explained in details at the preceding section. In addition, the 
multiplicative comparison represents the multiplicative function of fraction. 
For instance, if John has a times as many apples as Mary has, it can be 
interpreted as John has a apples for every b apples Mary has, or John has a^ 
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times as many apples as Mary (Greer, 1992). The last category of situation is 
known as "rectangular area". It represents the measures of rectangles whose 
sides are fractional. It is probably the most traditional and intuitive way to 
illustrate the case of fraction multiplication (Greer, 1992). After viewing the 
local curriculum of Primary Mathematics, it was decided that the present study 
would use the first three categories in the instrument described in the next 
chapter. 
Vergnaud's classification makes a great contribution to the dimensional 
analysis of multiplicative problems, which emphasizes the mathematics 
strategies of multiplication and division during problem solving. Vergnaud 
specified some contexts of multiplication and division that involve distinctive 
characteristics, require to be analyzed separately, and had the focus on 
children's problem solving strategies (Greer, 1992). However, Greer (1992) 
suggested that Vergnaud's analysis failed to distinguish the situation involving 
, sets of discrete objects and those with measures. Therefore, Greer (1992) 
extended Vergnaud's classification into 10 different categories with the 
consideration of different number types and their semantics as well as different 
object embodiments involved (continuous and discrete quantities that can be 
derived by counting and measuring), which is useful for pedagogical 
consideration and research purpose. It is also more applicable to this study 
on the issues of rational number multiplication and division problems. 
The following section will explicate relationship of unit concepts with 
Greer's three types of rational number multiplication and division problems 
chosen for the study. 
As suggested in Greer(1992), part-whole relationships are the most 
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common and imaginable situations. A inverse task of relationship may be 
finding a quantity of x given that y is —of x. This task is termed as 
b 
"construct-the-unit problem" by Behr and Post (1988). In addition, Greer 
also suggested that one would conveniently represent — by a circle or some 
b 
other shape and divide into b equal sectors. According to Greer's inference, 
it is predicted that when children encounter part-whole situational problems, 
the most probably approach that children could adopt to explain may be 
partitioning (for multiplication) and reconstructing of unit whole (for 
division). 
Another type of situational problem is multiplicative comparison. It 
may be expressed as ‘‘n times as many as” a quantity. The multiplicative 
factor may be conceived as the multiplier (Greer, 1992). It is also possible to 
view as a many-to-one correspondence. For instance, if Peter has a oranges 
and John has b oranges, or if Peter has a oranges for every b oranges John has, 
then we may say Peter has — times as many oranges as John (and also John 
b 
has — times as many oranges as Peter). Thus, it was inferred that 
a 
decomposition and composition of unit would be heavily relied on when 
solving this type of problems. Students have to find out the correspondence 
quantity of — from the entire quantity by decomposition. And then, 
b 
compose the correspondence of — into the correspondence of —. During 
b b 
the process, partitioning and formation of composite unit might also be 
necessary. 
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The third type of situation is equal rate. It is an extension of 
equal-groups class, but the number involved is fractions. A special variation 
may involve for this problem type, that is, the measure conversion. When the 
measures are within the same system, say week and day, children may perform 
the conversion in order to interpret the situation in an easier way. Hence, this 
type of problem may involve the concepts of partitioning, decomposition and 
composition when solving the problem. The concept of fraction equivalence 
may also be involved during the conversion process. 
\ 
It is possible that when children encounter different rational number 
problems, they may not adopt identical strategy to solve the problems. Or, 
different individuals may use different strategies to approach the same 
problem. It is also possible that children's solutions may involve more than 
one concepts of unit when they attempt to solve a problem. In addition, 
children's solutions or application of concepts may also be restricted by their 
development of concepts of unit (Sutton-Alexander, 1997). Hence, it was 
speculated that the strategies that children may use to solve multiplication and 
division problems might depend on two factors, the developmental scope of 
unit concept as well as the interpretation of multiplication and division 
situations being presented. 
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Table 5 Situations Modeled by Multiplication and Division. 
Class — Problem Types Sample Problems — 
Equal groups Multiplication 3 children each have 4 oranges. How many oranges do they have 
altogether? 
Division (by multiplier) 12 oranges are shared equally among 3 children. How many does 
(Partitive Division) each get? 
Division (by multiplicand) If you have 12 oranges, how many children can you give 4 oranges? 
(Quotitive Division) 
Equal measures Multiplication 3 children each have 4.2 liters of orange juice. How much orange 
juice do they have altogether? 
Division (by multiplier) 12.6 liters of orange juice are shared equally among 3 children. 
How much does each get? 
Division (by multiplicand) If you have 12.6 liters of orange juice, to how many children can 
you give 4.2 liters? 
Rate Multiplication A boat moves at a steady speed of 4.2 meters per second. How far 
does it move in 3.3 seconds? 
Division (by multiplier) A boat moves 13.9 meters in 3.3 seconds. What is its average 
speed in meters per second? 
Division (by multiplicand) How long does it take a boat to move 13.9 meters at a speed of 4.2 
meters per second? 
Measure Multiplication An inch is about 2.54 centimeters. About how long is 3.1 inches in 
conversion centimeters? 
Division (by multiplier) 3.1 inches are about 7.84 centimeters. About how many 
centimeters are there in an inch? 
Division (by multiplicand) An inch is about 2.54 centimeters. About how long in inches is 
7.84 centimeters? 
Multiplicative Multiplication Iron is 0.88 times as heavy as copper. If a piece of copper weighs 
Comparison 4.2 kg, how much does a piece of iron the same size weigh? 
Division (by multiplier) Iron is 0.88 times as heavy as copper. If a piece of iron weighs 3.7 
kg, how much does a piece of copper the same size weigh? 
Division (by multiplicand) If equally sized pieces of iron and copper weigh 3.7 kg and 4.2 kg 
respectively, how heavy is iron relative to copper? 
Part/ Whole Multiplication A college passed the top 3/5 of its students in an exam. If 80 
students did the exam, how many passed? 
Division (by multiplier) A college passed the top 3/5 of its students in an exam. If 48 
passed, how many students sat the exam? 
Division (by multiplicand) A college passed the top 48 out of 80 students who sat an exam. 
What fraction of the students passed? 
Multiplicative Multiplication A piece of elastic can be stretched to 3.3 times its original length. 
Change What is the length of a piece 4.2 meters long when fully stretched? 
Division (by multiplier) A piece of elastic can be stretched to 3.3 times its original length. 
When fully stretched it is 13.9 meters long. What was its original 
length? 
Division (by multiplicand) A piece of elastic 4.2 meters long can be stretched to 13.9 meters. 
By what factor is it lengthened? 
Cartesian Product Multiplication If there are 3 routes from A to B, and 4 routes from B to C, how 
many different ways are there of going from A to C via B? 
Division If there are 12 different routes from A to C via B, and 3 routes from 
A to B, how many routes are there from B to C? 
Rectangular Area Multiplication What is the area of a rectangle 3.3 meters long by 4.2 meters wide? 
Division If the area of a rectangle is 13.9 m^ and the length is 3.3m, what is 
the width? 
Product of Multiplication If a heater uses 3.3 kilowatts of electricity for 4.2 hours, how many 
kilowatt-hours is that? 
Measures Division A heater uses 3.3 kilowatts per hours. For how long can it be used 
I on 13.9 kilowatt-hour of electricity?  
Source: Greer (1992; p.280) 
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Table 6 Classifications of situations modeled by multiplication and division 
Proposed classification 
Integers Integer multiplier Fractions Decimals  
Equal groups Equal measures Rational rate Rate 
Measure conversion 
Multiplicative Multiplicative Multiplicative 
comparison . cort^arison coiiq)arison 
Part/ whole Part/ whole 
Multiplicative change Rectangular array 
Rectangular area Rectangular areA Rectangular area 
Cartesian product Product of measures 
Source: Greer (1992) pp. 290 
Relationship between Unit Concepts and 
Rational Number Multiplication and Division 
Children of primary school basically encounter two kinds of development 
in mathematical skills, that is, the change of numbers, from whole numbers to 
rational numbers, and the changes of operations from addition/ subtraction to 
multiplication/ division The research literature being reviewed suggests that 
the fundamental change that beneath the aforementioned two changes is the 
change of the nature of unit (Hiebert and Behr, 1988). The change of the 
nature of unit occurs in these two aspects: the role of unit in understanding 
rational numbers and in understanding the multiplication/ division situations. 
The Role of Unit in the Scope of Rational Numbers 
Children would encounter two sources of change in constructing rational 
number concepts. One of the sources comes from the representation of the 
partitioned units. Units in rational number are partitioned and characterized 
parts of the unit. The change also involves the change from discrete to 
continuous nature of the units and the change from creating singleton to 
composite units. Children experience the meaning of rational numbers by 
partitioning and measuring instead of counting. Partitioning and measuring 
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also provide association to the infinite nature of rational numbers. 
Another source of the change refers to the semantics of rational numbers. 
The meaning of rational numbers can be interpreted in various ways 
depending on the context. Rational numbers can be interpreted as part-whole 
relationships, quotient, operators, ratio and measures (Ohlsson, 1988; Behr et. 
al, 1992). Researchers have demonstrated that transformation involved in 
solving problems embodying the rational number constructs can be 
characterized in terms of composition and recomposition of unit. 
As mentioned before, reference of unit involving rational numbers is 
often represented implicitly. In this sense, children are required to build up 
connections between the context and the unit represented. For instance, a 
fraction of 2/5 may represent 2 pieces of a cake that was cut into five equal 
pieces, or it may also represent five pounds of grass needed to feed two sheep. 
In other words, rational numbers represent the relationships between 2 
； numbers, and children need to figure out what is the relationship in a particular 
context. Many researches demonstrated that children encounter difficulties 
mainly in these processes and children with different sophistication in unit 
concepts would probably perform differently (Kieren, 1993). 
Children's Implicit Model of Fraction Multiplication/Division 
In whole number situations, many children rely on the model of repeated 
addition to tackle multiplication problems and the model of sharing in 
handling division problems. However, when they leam the multiplication/ 
division of rational numbers, these models turn out to be defective (Lamon, 
1999). 
Fischbein et al (1985) demonstrated that children's arithmetic operations 
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were connected to their implicit and primitive behavioral models. In their 
study, students were asked to indicate the operation they would choose to 
solve the problems without actual calculation. Results suggested that 
multiplication was associated with repeated addition in children's intuitive 
model, that is, putting together same sets of quantity. Under this 
interpretation, 3 x 4 means 3 +3+3 +3 or 4 + 4 + 4. In that case, the 
multiplier is restricted to be an integer, while the product is always bigger than 
the multiplicand. Hence, in this sense, only the category of "equal groups" is 
met with this condition, provided that the multiplier must be an integer, such 
as the item, “a rocket travels at a speed of 0.85 miles per second, how far does 
it travel in 16 seconds?” (Greer, 1992). 
In addition, researchers distinguished two intuitive models children used 
for division problems, the partitive and quotative division, that may influence 
children's arithmetic operation. In the intuitive partitive model of fraction 
division, division is viewed as sharing division. It involves dividing an 
object or a set of objects into a number of equal fragments. There are several 
constraints for this model. Firstly, it requires that the dividend (operand) 
must be larger than the divisor (operator), while the divisor must be an integer. 
Secondly, the result (quotient) must be smaller than the dividend. In the case 
of quotative model, division may be interpreted as measurement division. It 
requires respondents to determine "how many times a given quantity is 
contained in a larger quantity，’(Fischbein et. al 1985). The sole constraint for 
this model is that the dividend must be larger than the divisor. In particular, 
if the resulted quotient is an integer, the problem may be interpreted as 
repeated subtraction. For instance, in the problem of “0.75 + 5”，since it 
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violated the rule of partitive model that '*the divident should be larger than the 
divisor", students tended to reverse the roles of the numbers. Results also 
demonstrated that fifth-grade children were dominated by partitive model, 
while nineth-grade students had stable quotative model, and seventh-grade 
students were still in a transition stage with respect to the two models. 
Fischbein et.al (1985) concluded that the implicit models sometimes 
would facilitate the knowledge understanding and the course of problem 
solving. However, as describe above, it may also be the obstacles during the 
problem solving process when contradictories emerge between the model and 
the algorithm. As the example stated above when children faced a problem 
that violated the primitive model of multiplicative or division problem, 
students were slowed down, diverted or even being blocked by the situation. 
In the study, children demonstrated that their prior experience with 
multiplication and division was limited to simple situations with discrete 
； objects or restricted within integer domain. When they encountered broad 
situations beyond the integers and extended to rational number domains, 
difficulties were induced by the early conceptual flaws (Greer, 1992). This 
indicated that the conceptual notion about rational numbers influences their 
application of correct mathematics operation. Thus, a transformation of unit 
concepts from additive to multiplicative conceptual field is needed in order for 
students to understand and solve problems with more complex situation or 
different number types (Sutton-Alexander，1997; Lamon, 1994，1999; Behr et. 
al, 1992; Hiebert and Behr, 1988). 
The Role of Unit in Multiplication/ Division Situation 
The shift from whole number to rational number and from operations of 
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addition and subtraction to that of multiplication and division represent the 
shift from additive to multiplicative situations (Hiebert and Behr, 1988). 
That is, children shift from additive conceptual field, where the cognitive 
process of addition and subtraction of integer take place, to the multiplicative 
conceptual field, where multiplication, division, fraction, ratio, rational 
number and etc take place (Vergnaud, 1988，1994). Vergnaud suggested that 
the notions involved in the multiplicative conceptual field demand higher level 
of sophistication in the related concepts as well as increasing complexity in 
cognitive process. 
Children's multiplicative thinking emerges as their concept of unit 
changes. The change involves two aspects, one from singleton to composite 
unit and the another change of referent of units (Hiebert and Behr, 1988). 
When children construct the number concepts from single unit to composite 
unit, it signifies the ability of multiplication (Stefife, 1988; personal 
； communication, 2000). For instance, when they count how many 3s in 12, 
they may count three by three and count four times to obtain 12. In addition， 
when they further develop the counting skills into the multiplicative 
conceptual field, that involves rational number and multiplication (e.g. ratio), 
their counting skill become more sophisticated. They will count the units by 
matching the quantities of two measures. For instance, 2 children eat 4 cakes 
each day and how many cakes will be taken by 6 children? Children count 
that 4 cakes by 2 children, then 8 cakes by 4 children and eventually, 12 cakes 
by 6 children. 
With respect to the change in the referent of units, Schwartz (1988) 
suggested that when children come across the situations in additive structures, 
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only a sort of extensive quantity is involved. Children can derive from their 
surrounding or from information given in problems by counting or simple 
measuring (p.41), for instance, a cube of sugar, a cake or a piece of cake 
depending on the properties (discrete or continuous properties) of the object. 
However, in the multiplcative situations, intensive quantities (e.g. $3 per 
pound of coffee; or dividing 30 candies by 6 cups and resulting in 5 candies 
per cup) are involved. It could not be counted, and it can only be generated 
by the understanding of the composition between two quantities while the 
outcome would produces a third quantity in different unit of measurement. 
In addition, there are various multiplicative situations that may also cause 
difficulties for children during their learning process. Vergnaud (1983) 
suggested three interpretations of multiplication and division. They are 
"isomorphism of measures", “product of measures" and “multiple proportion”. 
In isomorphism of measures, it involves scalar operation or function operation 
between two quantities that maintain at a constant ratio. "Product of 
measures" refers to the composition of two quantities and produces the third 
quantities. The third case, ^'multiple proportion，’，involves a third measure 
which is proportional to two independent measures. For instance, 17 cows 
produce 136 litre of milk in 8 days, and how much milk can 1 cow produce 
each day? In the multiplication/division of rational numbers situations, 
children need correct interpretation of the new unit type, understanding the 
different number representation and the ability to understand the complex 
multiplicative situations. Vergnaud suggested that the various multiplicative 
situations may cause difficulties for children and the dimentional approach 
may help delineate the difficulties. 
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Unit concepts play significant role in children's rational number 
understanding (Kieren, 1988; Mack, 1998). Kieren (1988) indicated that the 
partitioning, fraction equivalence and the forming of dividable unit act as the 
foundation to establish the notion and the semantics of rational numbers and 
hence facilitate the acquisition of multiplication and division of rational 
numbers. 
Kieren (1988，1993) suggested a generative order knowing about rational 
number knowledge (see Figure?). The lowest level (Level I) of the model 
contains knowledge from intuitive tools, while the three constructs, 
partitioning, quantitative equivalencing and forming dividable units, provide 
the basis for unit fraction knowledge and allow an individual to solve 
fractional number related problems. This basis also helps an individual to 
understand the four semantics of rational numbers at Level EL The four 
subconstructs indicated at this level are measure, quotient, ratio and operator. 
The two operations of scalar and function as suggested by Vergnaud (1983) 
situating between Level E and Level in. They organize the knowledge of 
rational numbers in multiplicative structures and controlled by the construct of 
multiplicative structures in Level IE. The "Formal Equivalence", "Additive 
Group，，and "Multiplicative Group” represent the formal rational number 
knowledge, that is, formal through symbolic operations. 
In light of Kieren's model, it is suggested that the personal knowledge of 
rational number is growing from "factual and local constructs (ppl64)" of unit 
concept formation (Level I). It then extends to “more abstract but intuitive 
constructs (ppl64)" of rational number concepts at Level 11 and eventually 
provides the basis to establish the formal knowledge of multiplication/division 
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of rational number at Level III. And potentially, it develops to a “more 
global, formal notions of additive, multiplicative and equivalence of the 
quotient field (ppl64)" (Kieren, 1988，1993). 
Quotient Field 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ IV 
Additive Group Multiplicative Group 
/ Formal Equivalence Mult-Structure 
/ 
/ Function Construct Scalar Construct 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n 
Measure Quotient Ratio Operator 
Partitionine Quantitative Eauivalence Unit Forming 
CI C2 C3 \ C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 
I I I N I K ^ . 
PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 
FIG 7 A generative order of rational number knowing. (Kieren, 1988, pp65) 
Results of a teaching experiment also supports the notion that the unit 
concepts play an important role in facilitating children's learning about 
rational number multiplication and division. Sutton-Alexander (1997) 
designed a teaching experiment of 15 lessons to investigate the unit concept 
development of children. Results exhibited that unit concepts acted as a link 
between whole number and rational number multiplication. The 
sophistication of concepts of unit enhanced students problem solving ability 
and reasoning at the exit interview. The development of unit concepts 
facilitated children to establish their own model to solve fraction 
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multiplication and division problems. In particular, it was showed that 
children relied on procedural skills to solve problems in the initial interview. 
After the instructions on unit concept, children were able to construct their 
own models of multiplication and division successfully, and exhibited 
conceptual understanding of the given problems and the solution. For 
instance, for the item "Can you put 2/3 + 1/4 in a form to make it easier and 
then explain the division? Draw pictures to help you explain your thinking". 
Children could provide the response properly such as, “because the 
denominators are different so you have different units" and using 
"measurement division with the 8/12 and 3/12 strips, and obtaining the correct 
answer of 2 2/3" (Sutton-Alexander, 1997, pp311). 
Based on the previous review, it is undoubtedly that children with 
sophisticated unit concept would show better understanding of rational number 
understanding. Kieren (1988) provides us a conceptual analysis on the role 
of unit in rational number multiplication and division. Nevertheless, there is 
only few empirical studies to examine how the unit concepts relate to rational 
number multiplication and division. 
In other researches, students demonstrated difficulties in understanding, 
solving and reasoning in problem with rational number multiplication and 
division (Fischbein et. al, 1985; Lamon, 1999; Greer, 1987，1988). It is 
undetermined that what barriers exist in solving particular multiplication or 
division situations. 
Research Question 
Based on the review of literature, it is found that there is not enough and 
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systematic studies to examine the nature of concepts of units and its role in 
affecting children's understanding of rational number and its operations. 
Hence, the present study, two sets of research questions are posed that involve 
concepts of unit and its role in rational number multiplication and division, 
and that have not been systematically investigated yet in previous research. 
Influence of Concepts of Unit in Students' Solving Rational Number 
Multiplication and Division 
It was speculated that students with better performance in concepts of 
unit would have better performance on rational number multiplication and 
division problems. Moreover, since unit concepts are conceptual 
understanding about rational numbers, it was speculated that the mastery of 
concepts of unit would have more explicit influence across different types of 
rational number multiplication and division problems. 
Most of the previous studies in rational number multiplication and 
division examined children's performance in either computational or 
situational problems, which involved symbolic questions and word problems/ 
situational problems respectively. In this study, the influence of unit concepts 
on solving computational as well as on situational problems would be 
addressed. It was proposed that the concepts of unit would have positive 
influence in solving situational problems that require conceptual 
understanding of units mentioned in the problems. However, it was still 
unclear if the concepts of unit would also facilitate the solving of 
computational problems. It was conjectured that they may have less 
significant effect on solving these problems than on solving situational 
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problems since when children approach these problems, they may shift their 
attention to using algorithm to solve the problem just like what they have been 
doing in daily classroom practice. 
The various unit concepts may also influence performance on various 
multiplication and division problems differentially. Sutton-Alexander (1997) 
suggested that various unit concept dimensions might have different 
relationship with various multiplication and division problems. For instance, 
children were found to used partitioning and fraction equivalence to solve ratio 
problems while using the concept of composition and re-composition of unit 
frequently to solve equal rate problem (Lamon, 1999). However，there is 
lack of empirical studies that systematically examine the relationship on the 
three problem situations that are adopted in present study. The literature 
review suggested that children's strategies were sensitive to the problem 
situations as well as to the embodiment of unit. Hence, results of the 
previous researches were confused with regarding whether children applied 
specific kind of concepts of unit in solving certain multiplication or division 
problem, or they simply applied the strategies involving the concepts of unit 
that they were most familiar with. One purposes of the present study was to 
explore the connections between the various unit concepts across the situations 
of multiplication and division of rational numbers. Therefore, the present 
study would include a wider range of multiplication and division situations 
that are representative in primary level mathematics in order to explore what 
are the relationships of various concepts of unit with different kinds of 
multiplication and division situations. 
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The Development of Unit Concepts in the Course of Learning 
As suggested by the previous review, the structure of concepts of unit is 
not well-defined nor the development or sequence of unit concepts 
development was systematically explored by previous researches. 
Saenz-Ludlow (1994) described that there were five steps in the 
development of unit concepts in children. Firstly, it was the ability in 
forming composite unit with whole number, then it was the part-whole scheme 
in continuous context. Thirdly, it was the stage of part-whole scheme in 
discrete context, followed by the stage of multiple-partitioning coordinating 
scheme, which required children to make comparison between fraction with 
different denominators. Finally, it was the stage of part-partitioning 
coordinating scheme. The task in this stage was like that, "Can you find 
one-twelfth of one-third?" Children use re-partitioning to solve this problem 
that involved multiplication of rational number. Saenz-Ludlow's study 
demonstrated that children involved similar sequence in developing concepts 
of unit. However, the sample size of the study only involved six 
third-graders and it was a kind of teaching experiment, results were quite 
sensitive to the material and the instruction used. It is difficult to generalize 
that most children would undergo the similar path for unit concepts 
development. Therefore, as Liu (1996) stated, the sequence or pattern of unit 
concepts development need further research. Many researchers agree that 
"partitioning" is the basic unit concept, followed by the other concepts of unit. 
However, for the other concepts of unit, there are limited researches to identify 
their relationship. Thus, one of the research purposes for the present study 
was to identify the dimensions of unit concepts and their development pattern. 
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CHAPTER 4: METHODLOGY 
Design 
The study was attempted to examine the relationships between unit 
concepts and rational number multiplication and division. It used a 
cross-sectional and within subject design. The study involved local primary 
students of Grade 4-6 as the children of these grade level leam these concepts 
in school. 
Participants 
In order to capture the influence of unit concepts during children's 
conceptual restructuring across the additive conceptual field and the 
multiplicative conceptual field, grade 4 to 6 students who are in the 
transitional stage were asked to participate into the study. A total of 329 
students were invited from a local primary school to participate in the present 
study. Among them 157 were female (47,7%), 172 were male students 
(52.3%). The number of students for each grade were 105’ 98 and 126 for 
Primary 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The mean age for Primary 4 students was 
9.83 (SD=0.81), 11.30 (SD=1.01) for primary 5 and 12.60 (SD=1.11) for 
Primary 6 students respectively. The school where the students were drawn 
mainly served a community of lower to middle class families. The academic 
achievement level in Mathematics of the school was above average according 
a local standardized achievement test. 
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Instruments 
Two instruments were constructed, one comprised of the test of unit 
concepts, and the other comprised of the fraction multiplication and division 
problems, involving both situational problems and symbolic problems. The 
content of tests were derived on the basis of previous studies and indigenous 
mathematics textbooks. It was to ensure that items of the unit concepts and 
rational number multiplication and division problems were representative with 
respect to both what constitutes the domain conceptually and what children 
have encountered in school. Items were constructed based on Greer's 
classification of fraction multiplication/ division and the aspects of unit 
concept that were reviewed in the preceding chapters. Also, the school's 
textbook about unit concepts and multiplication and division problem types 
were consulted while constructing the items. Pilot test was conducted with 
children with age similar to participants, and an interview was followed in 
order to obtain the feedback from children. Time needed to accomplish the 
whole test will be recorded. 
In addition, some other factors that were found to influence children's 
decision in both unit concept tasks and rational number operations were taken 
into consideration in the construction of items. Researchers indicated that the 
perceptual cues signified by rational number embodiments would probably 
affect children's interpretation. Basically, the embodiment involves 
continuous or discrete quantities. Moreover, the use of unit fraction vs. 
non-unit fraction would also affect children's performance. Children are 
more familiar with unit fraction, hence, it would be also preferable to include 
both items with unit and non-unit fraction for the instrument 
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(Sutton-Alexander, 1997; Berh et.al, 1992). Although these factors were not 
the main interest of the present study, in order to enhance the representative of 
items to be included in the instruments, the factors of perceptual cues 
(continuous and discrete objects) and fraction type (unit and non-unit fraction) 
were considered and balanced in the two instruments. 
Unit concept test. This test involved 6 aspects of unit concepts as 
mentioned in the preceding chapter, including partitioning, formation of 
singleton/ composite units, development of flexible concept of measurement 
unit, composition/ decomposition of unit, reconstructing of unit whole, and 
fraction equivalence. In the test, at least six items were used to assess each 
aspect of the unit concepts in order to allowing greater range of variance in 
children's performance. The factors of unit embodiment and fraction type 
were also counter-balanced. Hence, this test consisted about 36 items. 
Sample items on one of the concepts of unit "partitioning" were shown in 
Table 7. Children were required to use pictures to demonstrate how they 
performed the task and obtained the answer. Items were presented as 
intuitive as possible to prevent children from using procedural skills only in 
solving the problems. 
Table 7 Example items of Partitioning. 
Unit Concept Continuous Objects Discrete Objects  
Partitioning: Draw on each picture that how much one share?  
Unit Fraction | | f fi """ | ^ ^ 
— 〇 
A box of candies  
Non-unit fraction | f j H n T T T T T l 
0 0 0 0 
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Fraction multiplication and division test. This measurement included 
V 
two sets of test items: symbolic items that required children to provide the 
answer and open-ended word problems that required children to elaborate their 
answers by word, pictures or mathematics procedures. 
The content of word problems was derived from the classification by 
Greer (1992; 1994)，including equal rate, multiplicative comparison, 
part-whole. The classification system provided a theoretical foundation 
encompass a set of comprehensive multiplication and division tasks in the 
present study and thus a systematical base to examine the relationship between 
unit. concepts and fraction multiplication/division among children with 
different sophistications in multiplicative thinking. 
The major purpose of open-ended word problem was to provide more 
information on children's interpretation of the problems as well as strategies 
children used to obtain the solutions. The part involved the three categories 
； of rational number multiplication and division. The factor of perceptual cues 
and fraction types were also considered. Therefore, a total of 24 items were 
derived for the word problems: 3 (category, rational rate, multiplicative 
comparison, part/whole) X 2 (multiplication and division, either partitive or 
quotitive division) X 4 (balance between perceptual cues and fraction types). 
These questions asked students not only to provide answers but also 
explanations for their answers. Sample items for the category of Part-whole 
were shown in Table 8. 
For the items of symbolic questions, fractions involved will be similar to 
those in word problems. Hence, for this part of items, 24 items were used. 
It included both unit fraction and non-unit fraction, but the factor of perceptual 
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cues was disregarded since this factor would not affect the result of symbolic 
problem. Moreover, it consisted of mainly two parts: multiplication and 
division. Children were required to compute the answer by mathematical 
algorithms. However, for the students of Primary 4，they had not learned the 
computation of rational number multiplication and division. Hence, this part 
of symbolic questions may be excluded in their questionnaires. 
Table 8 Sample items for the category of Part-whole.  
Categories Continuous quantity Discrete quantity  
Multiplication 
Unit fraction ^ . 1 丛 功 曰 仏 陳 先 生 建 成 了 一個長方形的花 
水一瓶有 i升，弟弟喝了它的圍’他希望在其中半個花園内種 
1 ’弟弟喝了汽水多少升？ 滿鮮花’在其中 I將會種植百合 
花。種植百合花的面積佔全個花 • 
園的幾分之幾？ 
Non unit fraction . ^  5 6 
有布 i米，造手帕一條需用其中全班一共 2 8人’其中班的同學 
2 , . 4 主 M 田 土 之 小 9 會參加旅行’請問總共有多少人 
j ’造手帕用去多少'卡？ 會參加旅行？ 
Division 
Unit fraction ^  1 曲奇餅一盒，牛油曲奇佔全盒的 
/ 絲帶一條剪去 X米’佔絲帶的 1 
2 丄，若牛油曲奇有 1 6塊，全盒有 
‘ 7’絲帶全條共長幾米？ i奇多少塊？ 
Non unit fraction , 2 3 , . . . ^ ^ 
昨天剩下了 一盒燈汁在冰箱，妹朱古力餘下 " 7盒，妹妹吃了其中 
3 4 





Children at Primary 5 and 6 received identical test papers, while Primary 
4 received test papers without the symbolic questions as they had not learned 
the computation of rational number multiplication and division. The 
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questionnaires contained the aforementioned items were administered to the 
participants by their teachers. 
Standardized instructions were given to teachers and they were asked to 
read aloud the instructions in front of the students before they started to do the 
tests. The whole set of questions comprised of three sections, section 1 
consisted of items of concepts of unit, section 2 consisted of situational 
problems of fraction multiplication and division and section 3 consisted of 
symbolic problems of fraction multiplication and division. The three sections 
were separated into two questionnaires, with questionnaire I comprised of 
section 1 (items of concepts of unit) and section 3 (symbolic problems) and 
questionnaire II comprised of the situational problems. The two 
questionnaires were administered on two separate days in the same week. 
Students were given one and a half hour to finished each questionnaire. The 
item characteristics of the two questionnaires are shown in Appendix 2 and 
Appendix 3 respectively (see Appendix 1 for the actual test paper). 
Students' responses to the questions were encoded into scores according 
to their accuracy except for the explanation part in Questionnaire II. The 
strategies that students adopted were coded according to the six proposed 
concepts of unit. In the part of explanation in Questionnaire II，some 
diagrams provided by students revealed the more than one strategies used, thus, 
more than one code were given to the students on the items. Analysis for the 
relationship between unit concepts and multiplication and division of concepts 
was based on this coding. 
Research Hypothesis 
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The present study aims at examining the two kinds of relationships: the 
relationship between the unit concepts and various rational number 
multiplication/division problems and, the relationship between various 
concepts of unit and their developmental pattern. Based on the preceding 
review, the following hypotheses are posited accordingly. 
Hypothesis on Research Question 1: Relationship between concepts of unit 
and performance on rational number multiplication and division problems 
a. The major interest of the present study was to examine the influence 
of unit concepts on rational number multiplication and division. It 
was hypothesized that the various concepts of unit should have 
positive effects on fraction multiplication/division situational 
performance. Hence, it was speculated that children with better 
performance (either wider range of concepts developed or the deeper 
understanding shown in performance) on unit concepts would have 
better performance on multiplication and division problems. 
b. It was also hypothesized that there was stronger relationship of unit 
concepts with situational problems than with symbolic questions as 
solving situational problems involves fundamentally the conceptual 
understanding and interpretation of unit in the situations, while 
symbolic questions require explicit knowledge in algorithm. 
c. As demonstrated in previous studies, when children solved various 
rational number problems, they adopted different strategies that 
involved different concepts of unit. In this study, it was suggested 
that these differences may be due to the particular question situations 
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or due to the developmental progress of concepts of units in children 
of different ages. Hence, the types of unit concepts used across 
different situational problems were analyed and possible relationship 
between concepts of unit and types of problems were explored. 
Hypothesis on Research Question 2: Relationship between various concepts 
of unit and their developmental pattern 
a. Based on the review, unit concept was identified as including 
partitioning, formation of singleton/ composite units, development 
of flexible concept of measurement, composition and decomposition 
of whole, reconstructing of unit whole, unitizing, and fraction 
equivalence. Despite the similarity of the tasks that embody the 
different aspects of unit concept, it was speculated that unit concept 
is a multi-facet construct. Among the six aspects, some of them 
may be difficult to be distinguished; for instance, composition and 
decomposition may be combined with reconstructing of unit whole, 
while the development of flexible concept of measurement unit 
might mix with fraction equivalence. 
b. As the topics of rational number are taught from grade 3 to grade 5, 
the present study invited children from grade 4 to 6 to participate. 
It was interesting to examine children's performance on unit 
concepts tasks across different grades. Based on various studies on 
age difference of multiplicative thinking, it was believed that 
children at different grades would have different complexity in 
multiplicative thinking structures (Clark and Kamii, 1996). Hence, 
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it was predicted that their mastery level of unit concepts and their 
multiplicative thinking ability would be different across different 
ages. It was hypothesized that children at higher grade would have 
better development and mastery (that is, wider range of concepts of 
unit developed and better performance on each concepts of unit 
respectively) on concepts of unit. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS 
The analysis was conducted into two stages. An exploratory factor 
analysis of the dimensions of unit concept was performed first in order to 
identify or better define the components of unit concepts. Then the resulting 
structure of unit concepts were used to examine the role of unit concepts in 
rational number multiplication and division. ‘ 
Dimensions of Unit Concepts 
As mentioned in Chapter 2，there is lack of a well-defined structure as 
well as a well-established instrument for measuring concepts of unit. In the 
presented study, one of the attempts was to identify the components of unit 
concept. In Chapter 2, six aspects of unit concept were proposed after 
reviewing literatures. Thus, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) by LISREL 
was performed to identify the various concepts of unit. 
Since the response rate of subjects in Primary 4 was far lower than those 
in Grade 5 and Grade 6，with considering the representativeness of the results 
generated, data from Grade 4 students were not included in the following 
analysis. Their responses may be used as reference in further study. 
CFA analysis revealed that there were some items either too easy or too 
difficult which led to homogeneous result patterns; hence those items were not 
used in the analysis. In addition, students' response rates were also 
considered during the CFA analysis. Some of the items that had the problem 
of multicollinearity were also deleted during the analysis. Hence, there were 
only 31 items in the final model. 
In the final model, only five factors, partition (PART), composition and 
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* 
decomposition of unit (COMP), flexible concepts of measurement unit 
(FLEX), fraction equivalent (FEQ), and reconstructing unit whole (RECON) 
were resulted (see Figure 7). The Chi-square for the resulting model was 
727.21 (df=424, p<.05). The Non-normed fit index (NNFI) is 0.22. The 
root mean square residual (RMR) was 0.25 while the standardized R M R is 
0.015. The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is 0.091. 
Reliability test for the five concepts of unit were performed and the 
results were shown in Table 9. 
Table 9 Results of the reliability test for the five concepts of unit in the CFA 
model.  
Concepts of Unit Cronbach Alpha 
PART 0.7117 




Table 10 Descriptive statistics of five concepts of unit for Primary 5 and 6 
(N=224).  
Concepts of Unit Mean ^  
C O M P .5878 .3386 
PART .8261 .2181 
FEQ .6210 .3139 
FLEX .4229 .2709 
RECON .5829 .4008 
Note: Partitioning (PART); Composition and decomposition of unit 
(COMP); Fraction Equivalence (FEQ); Development of flexible 
concepts of unit (FLEX); Reconstructing of unit whole (RECON) 
Relationship between Various Concepts of Unit and Fraction Multiplication or 
Division Performance 
As explained in the previous section, due to the low response rate of 
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Grade 4 students, only the data from Grade 5 and Grade 6 were involved in the 
following analysis. 
Relationship between unit concepts and rational number multiplication 
and division situational problem Hypothesis la posited that the various 
concepts of units had positive effects on fraction multiplication and division. 
Children with better performance on unit concepts would have better 
performance on the multiplication and division problems. Regression 
analysis was conducted to examine the relationship. In order to examine 
which factors of concepts of unit might contribute to predict children's 
performance on multiplication and division situational problems, stepwise 
deletion was adopted. Hence, only the factors that had unique contributions 
were entered into the model and the percentage of variance accounted by the 
factors would be reported. Results from regression analysis are shown in 
Table 12 and 13. The means and standard deviations of the variables are 
displayed in Table 11. 
Table 11 Descriptive statistics of variables in regression analysis (N=224) 
Variables ⑴ Mean SD 
Concepts of unit 
C O M P 0.6053 0.3293 
PART 0.8405 0.2070 
FEQ 0.6198 0.3145 
FLEX 0.4281 0.2732 
RECON 0.5960 0.3948 
Problem types 
MULT 0.6560 0.2039 
DIV 0.1875 0.1609 
SITU 0.4218 0.1580 
S Y M B 0.9137 0.1605 
Note: ⑴Composition and decomposition of unit, formation of singleton and composite 
unit (COMP), Partitioning (PART), Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) and Development 
of flexible concepts of unit (FLEX); Multiplication Situation Problems(MULT); 
Division Situational Problems(DIV); Multiplication and Division Situational 
Problems (SITU); Multiplication and Division Symbolic Problems (SYMB). 
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From Table 12 and 13，it was found that only two concepts of unit out of 
five were entered in the two regression equations. In the prediction of 
multiplication situational problems, only COMP and FLEX had significant 
association with multiplication situational problems and the variance 
accounted was about 16.7%. In addition, as the results shown in Table 13， 
only FLEX and C O M P had significant association with division and the 
variance accounted was about 24.1%. 
The correlations between the five concepts of unit and multiplication and 
division problem were shown in Table 14. Results indicated that all the five 
concepts had positive correlations with multiplication and division problems. 
It supported Hypothesis la that concepts of unit had positive effects on 
multiplication and division problems. 
Table 12 Regression for Predicting Performance on Multiplication situational 
problems by understanding of concepts of unit ⑴ 
Model Predictors in the equation R^ Adjusted R^ Std.Error R! Change F Change 
1 C O M P .364 .132 .191 .132 27.127*** 
2 COMP, FLEX .408 .157 .187 .034 7.326* 
Summary of final Model B Std Error Beta t value 
1 C O M P ^ 5 . 2 0 8 * 
2 C O M P .160 .049 .259 3.279** 
FLEX .159 .059 .213 2.707* 
Note: ⑴Composition and decomposition of unit, formation of singleton 
and composite unit (COMP), and Development of flexible concepts of unit 
(FLEX) were input by STEPWISE deletion. 
***p<.001;**p<.005; * p<.05. 
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Table 13 Regression for Predicting Performance on Division situational 
problems by understanding of concepts of unit ⑴  
Model Predictors in the equationW Adjusted R^ Std.Error R''Change F value  
change  
1 FLEX .201 .196 .144 .201 44.722** 
2 FLEX, C O M P .241 .232 .141 .040 9.302* 
Summary of final Model B Std Error Beta t value  
FLEX .264 .039 .448 6.687** 
FLEX .197 .044 .335 4.451** 
C O M P .112 .037 .230 3.050* 
Note: ⑴Composition and decomposition of unit, formation of singleton 
and composite unit (COMP), and Development of flexible concepts of unit 
(FLEX) were input by STEPWISE deletion. 
*p<.01 
**p<.001 
Table 14 Correlation among concepts of unit and problem types (N=224) 
SYMB SITU MULT DIV COMP PART FEQ FLEX 
SYMB 1.00 
SITU .284** 1.00 
MULT .275** .906** 1.00 
DIV .210** .828** .513** 1.00 
C O M P .165* .436** .364** 395** 1.00 
PART .151* .308** .280** .251** .385** 1.00 
FEQ .171* .332** .251** .333** .383** .460** 1.00 
FLEX .288* .448** .341** .448** .493** A16** .473** 1.00 
RECON .309* .417** .353** .372** .578** .448** .441** .520  
Note: '^^ Composition and decon^ osition of unit, formation of singleton and composite 
unit (COMP), Partitioning (PART), Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) and Development 
‘ of flexible concepts of unit (FLEX);Reconstructing of Unit whole (RECON); 
Multiplication Situation Problems(MULT); Division Situational Problems(DIV); 
Multiplication and Division Situational Problems (SITU); Multiplication and 
Division Symbolic Problems (SYMB). 
*p<.05 ； **p<.01 
Differentiated relationship between unit concepts and situational vs. 
symbolic rational number multiplication and division Hypothesis lb 
postulated that the various concepts of unit had stronger relationship with 
situational problems than symbolic problems. Multiple regression was 
employed to test this hypothesis. Descriptive Statistics of the variables are 
shown in Table 11. Results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 15 
and 16. 
In Table 15, results from the regression analysis indicated that two out of 
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five concepts of unit, entered the equation and accounted for 26.2% of 
variance of students' performance on the situational problems. 
In Table 16，we found that only 11.8% of variance of performance on 
symbolic problems were predicted by two of the concepts of unit. Only 
reconstructing of unit whole (RECON) and Development of Flexible Concepts 
of Unit (FLEX) were reflected as a significant predictor for symbolic problems 
in the equation. 
Considering the correlation matrix of relationship between concepts of 
unit and situational and symbolic problems (see also Table 14)，it was found 
that all the correlation between COMP, PART, FEQ, FLEX and RECON and 
situational problems were higher than that with symbolic problems. Hence, 
the results supported the hypothesis 1(b) that stronger associations were found 
between concepts of unit and situational problems of fraction multiplication 
and division than with symbolic problems. 
Table 15 Regression for predicting situational problems by concepts of unit ⑴  
Model Predictors in the equation R^ Adjusted R^ Std.Error R^ Change F value  
change 
1 FLEX .448 .196 .142 .201 44.704** 
2 FLEX, C O M P .512 .253 .137 .061 14.612** 
Summary of final Model B Std Error Beta t value  
1 FLEX ,259. .039 .448 6.686** 
2 FLEX, C O M P .178 .043 .308 4.154** 
.136 .036 .284 3.823** 
Note: ⑴Composition and decomposition of unit, formation of singleton 
and composite unit (COMP), Partitioning (PART), Fraction 
Equivalence (FEQ) and Development of flexible concepts of unit 
(FLEX) were input by STEPWISE deletion. 
**p<.001 
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Table 16 Regression for predicting symbolic problems by concepts of unit ⑴  
Model Predictors in the equation R^ Adjusted R^ Std.Error RZ Change F value  
change 
1 RECON .096 .091 .153 .096 18.960** 
2 RECON, FLEX .118 .108 .152 .022 4.506* 
Summary of final Model B Std Error Beta t value  
1 RECON .124 .028 .309 4.354** 
2 RECON .088 .033 .219 2.663* 
FLEX .106 .050 .175 2.123* 
Note: (^Composition and decomposition of unit, formation of singleton 
and composite unit (COMP), Partitioning (PART), Fraction 
Equivalence (FEQ) and Development of flexible concepts of unit 
(FLEX) were input by STEPWISE deletion. 
**p<.001 
*p<.05 
Relationship between unit concepts and types of situational rational 
number multiplication and division Hypothesis Ic postulated students who 
acquired better understanding on particular concepts of unit might facilitate 
their using such concepts in solving situational problems. To examine this 
hypothesis, students strategies they used to solve the situational problems were 
classified and analyzed. 
The situational problems asked students to provide both symbolic 
procedures to solve the problems and explanation for their solution or problem 
solving process. In the procedural part, students' answers were encoded into 
correct or incorrect according to their symbolic procedures provided. In the 
explanation part, students’ explanations were encoded into the correct or 
incorrect explanation as well as what concepts of unit involved in the 
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explanation. However, for the explanation part, the responding rate was far 
lower than other parts of the questionnaire. Most of the students had just 
written down the computation method for the items instead of explaining their 
solution by diagram. The response rate was not appropriate for conducting 
statistical analysis. Students' misinterpretation of problems might also bias 
the interpretation of statistical results. Hence, only frequency count of 
students' strategies used for each valid response were reported. It is 
reminded that if children adopted more than one strategies in the same item, 
the children were given more than one code (depended on the number of 
strategies used) for the item. The characteristics of the situational items and 
response rate are shown in Table 17. Results of strategy analysis are 
displayed in Table 18. In addition, in order to extend the understanding of 
the relationship between concepts of unit and situational problem solving, 
several individual cases were inspected. 
Statistics from Table 11 showed that students' performance on symbolic 
problems outperformed than that on situational problems. In this part, 
students' performance on situational problems was highlighted in details. 
From Table 17, it was noted that students' performance on multiplication 
situational problems was much better than that of division situational problems. 
It is noticed that the rate of correct procedures was almost over 60% for all the 
multiplication items while the highest rate of correct procedures was only 39.7 
(item 8) for division problems. Among the items of division, the items with 
lowest rate of correct procedures was item 6 and item 15，among these two 
items, nearly 90% of respondents provided incorrect procedures to solve the 
problems. 
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In addition, in Table 17，we found that there were some problems that 
more students attempted to provide explanation for their solutions, they were 
item 1, 4, 11, 6, 7. They comprised of problem types that involved different 
unit embodiments and fraction types. Thus, it was suggested that those 
attributes might not be the factors influencing students' provision of 
explanation. 
From results in Table 18，there did not appear to exist certain 
correspondence between particular types of problems and particular unit 
concepts. An appropriate explanation could be derived from multiple aspects 
of unit concepts. Considering the quality of explanation provided, most of 
them were incorrect. Among those explanations, only item 3,4,20 and 21 
received relatively higher rate of correct explanations (Table 18). This result 
suggested that over 80% of those attempted to explain their solutions provided 
incorrect explanations for most of the items. However, for the items with 
higher rate of correct explanations (Item 3,4,20 and 21), they did not result in 
the highest rate of correct procedures. This might reflect that for some of the 
students, they interpreted correctly the situations, however, the symbolic 
procedures acted as a burden for them to solve the problems. Or, they might 
find out the correct solutions by drawing the diagram and remembered the 
erroneous computation procedures. 
Moreover, considering item 5 and item 22 in Table 18’ results showed 
that these two items received 0% of correct explanation but the highest rates in 
correct procedure. This indicated that some students might provide correct 
procedures but they did not know how to explain their solutions. 
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Table 17 Items characteristics and response rate of situational problems 
Item Multiplcation / Problem EmbodimentFraction Procedures ProceduresTotaP) 
Division Type�(Continuous / involved Correct^ incorrect(2) 
Discrete) (Unit I 
Non-Unit)  
1 Division PW Continuous Unit 43(24.9) 130(75.1) i73(ioo.o) 
2 Division M C Continuous Non-unit 69 (37.3) 116(62.7) i85(ioo.o) 
3 Multiplication ER Continuous Unit 153 (68.3) 38(19.9) 191(100.0) 
4 Multiplication PW Continuous Unit 115 (60.2) 76(39.8) 191(100.0) 
5 Multiplication ER Discrete Non-unit 154(82.4) 33(17.6) i87(ioo.o) 
6 Division PW Discrete Non-unit 17 (9.5) 162(90.5) 179(100.0) 
7 Multiplication P W Continuous Non-unit 81 (46.6) 93 (53.4) 174(100.0) 
8 D i v i s i o n M C Continuous Non-unit 89(49.7) 90 (50.3) 179(100.0) 
9 Multiplication MC Discrete Non-unit 153(80.1) 38(19.9) 191(100.0) 
10 Multiplication MC Continuous Unit 110(78.0) 31 (22.0) l4i(ioo.o) 
11 Division MC Discrete Unit 47 (25.0) 141 (75.0) 188(100.0) 
12 Multiplication MC Continuous Non-unit 153(88.4) 20(11.6) 173(ioo.o) 
13 Division ER Continuous Unit 19(11.9) 140 (88.I) 159(100.0) 
14 Division P W Discrete Non-unit 76(43.4) 99(56.6) 175(100.0) 
15 Division ER Continuous Non-unit 12 (7.9) 140(92.1) 152(100.0) 
16 Division PW Continuous Non-unit 18(11.8) 135 (88.2) 153(ioo.o) 
17 Division ER Continuous Unit 59 (37.8) 97(62.2) l56(ioo.o) 
18 Multiplication MC Continuous Unit 138(84.7) 25 (15.3) 163(100.0) 
19 Division ER Continuous Non-unit 48(31.0) 107(69.0) 155(100.0) 
20 Multiplication P W Discrete Unit 57(41.6) 80(58.4) l37(ioo.o) 
21 Multiplication PW Discrete Non-unit 150(88.2) 20(11.8) 170(100.0) 
22 Multiplication ER Continuous Non-unit 136(81.4) 31 (18.6) 167(100.0) 
23 Division MC Continuous Unit 18(14.2) 109(85.8) 127(100.0) 
24 Multiplication ER Discrete Unit 135(83.3) 27(16.7) 162(ioo.o)  
: Note: ( i )P“ -who le (PW); Multiplicative Comparison(MC)； Equal Rate(ER) (2)Percentage for each cell are shown in parentheses. 
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Table 18 Frequency of strategies used involving concepts of unit in solving 
situational problems.  
ItemProcedures Explanation P A R T ' ~ F O R M C O M P R E C O N F L E X F E Q T ^ 
Correct/ Correct/ (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Incorrect heorrect  
1 Correct Correct 13 (35.i) 13 (35.1) ii (29.7) 13 (35.1) 2(5.4) - 1 3 ^ 
Incorrect 12(32.4) 12(32.4) 1 (2.7) 5(13.5) -- - 24(15,5) 
Total 25(67.6)2 25 (67.6) 12(32.4) 18 (48.6) 2 (5.4) - 37(23.9) 
Incorrect Correct16(13.6) 16 (13.6) 14(11.9) 16(13.6) -- “ 16^3) 
Incorrect 83 (70.3) 65 (55.1) 6 (5.1) 13 (11.0) - 1 (0.8) 102(65.8) 
Total 99(83.9)3 81 (68.6) 20 (16.9) 29 (24.6) -- 1 (0.8) 118(76.1) 
2 Correct Correct - “ - -- -- -- -
Incorrec t 21 (47.7) 18(40.9)-- 1 (2.3) - - 44(34.4) 
Total 21 (47.7) 18 (40.9) - 1 (2.3) - - 44(34.4) 
Incorrect Correct 2(2.4)rTH)~1(1.2) 1(1.2) - ~"""20^ 
Incorrec t 28 (33.3) 26(31.0) 1 (1.2) 82(64.1) 
Total 30(35.7) 27 (32.1) 2(2.4) 1 (1.2) -- - 84(65.6) 
3 Correct Correct 25 (22. i) 24 (21.2) 24 (21.2) 24 (21.2) 1 (0.9) 2 (1.8) 27(19.4) 
Incorrec t 33 (29.2) 27 (23.9) 1 (0.9) 9 (8.0) - - 86(61.9) 
Total 58 (51.3) 51 (45.1) 25 (22.1) 33 (29.2) 1 (0.9) 2(1.8) 113(81.3) 
Incorrect Correct 4(15.4) 5(19.2) 4(15.4) 5(19.2) -- “ 
Incorrec t 5(19.2) 4(15.4) 1(3.8) 2(7.7) -- -- 21(15.1) 
Total 9 (34.6) 9(34.6) 5 (19.2) 7 (26.9) -- -- 26(18.7) 
4 Correct Correct 29 (29.0) 29 (29.0) 26 (26.0) 29 (29.0) 2 (2.0) -- 29(17.8) 
Incorrect 42 (42.0) 43 (43.0) 9 (9.0) 9 (9.0) -- -- 71(43.6) 
Total 71 (71.0) 72 (72.0) 35 (35.0) 38 (38.0) 2 (2.0) - 100(61.3) 
Incorrect Correct 5(7.9) 5(7.9) 4(6.3) 5(41.7) -- “ 5 ^ ) 
Incorrect 42 (66.7) 43 (68.3) 4 (6.3) 7(11.1) - 1 (1.6) 58(35.6) 
Total 47 (74.6) 48 (76.2) 8 (12.7) 12(19.0) - 1 (1.6) 63(38.7) 
5 Correct Correct - “ -• -- -- -- -
Incorrec t 62(59.0) 61 (58.1) 3 (2.9) 2(1.9) -- -- 105(83.3) 
Total 62 (59.0) 61 (58.1) 3 (2.9) 2(1.9) - - 105(83.3) 
Incorrect Correct 一 - -- -- - - " 
Incorrect 14(66.7) 14(66.7) 21(16.7) 
Total 14(66.7) 14(66.7) -- - - - 21(16.7) 
Note ^'Partitioning (PART); Formation of singleton and composite unit 
(FORM); Composition and decomposition (COMP); Reconstructing of 
unit whole (RECON); Development of Flexible concept of unit (FLEX); 
Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) 
(2) Percentage of strategy used among students with correct procedures. 
� Percentage o f strategy used among students with incorrect procedures. 
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Table 18 (continued) Frequency of strategies used involving concepts of unit 
in solving situational problems.  
Item Procedures Explanation PART FORM COMP RECON FLEX FEQ Total 
Correct/ Correct/ (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Incorrect Incorrect  
6 Correct C o r r e c t i ( 7 . ” i T m ) k T i ) i ( 7 . i ) - i(7.i) 1(0.7) 
I n c o r r e c t 8 ( 5 7 . 1 ) 7(50.0) 2 (14.3) 1(7.1) 1(7.1) - 13(8.7) 
Total 9(64.3) 8(57.1) 3(21.4) 2(14.3) 1 (7.1) 1 (7.1) 14(9.4) 
Incorrect Correct 4 (3 .0)~~4(3 .0)3(2 .2) 3(2.2) -- i (0.7) 4(2.7)""" 
I n c o r r e c t 9 9 ( 7 3 . 3 ) 102(75.6) 9 ( 6 . 7 ) 4 ( 3 . 0 ) -- 1 (0.7) 131(87.9) 
Total 103(76.3) 106 (78.5) 12(8.9) 7 (5.2) -- 2(1.5) 135(90.6) 
7 Correct Correct 7(io.i) 7(10.1) 5(7.2) 7(10.1) - - 7(4.9) 
I n c o r r e c t 43 (62.3) 4 8 ( 6 9 . 9 ) 1(1.4) 5(7.2) -- - 62(43.1) 
Total 50(72.5) 55 (79.7) 6(8.7) 12(17.4) -- - 69(47.9) 
Incorrect C o r r e c t i ( 1 - 3 ) i ( i . 3 ) 1713)~~1 (1.3) -- “ i(0?7) 
I n c o r r e c t 5 0 ( 6 6 . 7 ) 4 8 ( 6 4 . 0 ) 4 (5.3) 1 (1.3) -- -- 74(51.4) 
Total 51 (68.0) 49 (65.3) 5 (6.7) 2 (2.7) -- -- 75(52.1) 
8 Correct Correct 3 (5.0) 3(5.0) 2(3.3) 2(3.3) 2(3.3) - 3(2.6) 
I n c o r r e c t 2 6 ( 4 3 . 3 ) 27(45.0) 2 (3.3) 1(1.7) 1(1.7) -- 57(48.7) 
Total 29(48.3) 30(50.0) 4(6.7) 3(5.0) 3 (5.0) — 60(51.3) 
Incorrect Correct ~ -- - -- -- -- -
I n c o r r e c t 25 (43.9) 2 5 ( 4 3 . 9 ) 1 (1.7) 57(48.7) 
Total 25 (43.9) 25 (43.9) -- -- -- 1 (1.7) 57(48.7) 
9 Correct Correct 1(1.0)丨（1.0)丨（i.o) 1 (1 .0) - -- 1(0.7) 
I n c o r r e c t 4 3 ( 4 1 . 0 ) 45 (42.9) 1 (1.0) 5(4.8) -- -- 104(77.6) 
Total 44(41.9) 46 (43.8) 2(1.9) 6(5.7) - -- 105(78.4) 
Incorrect Correct “ ~ -- -- - " " 
Incorrect 13 (44.8) 13(44.8) 29(21.6) 
Total 13(44.8) 13 (44.8) -- - - -- 29(21.6) 
10 Correct Correct ii(i3.6) 10 (12 .3 ) 1 0 ( 1 2 . 3 ) 1 1 ( 1 3 . 6 ) 2 ( 2 . 5 ) -- 12(11.7) 
I n c o r r e c t 21 (25.9) 19 (23 .5 ) 2(2.5) 9(11.1) -- -- 69(67.0) 
Total 32 (39.5) 29(35.8) 12(14.8) 20 (24.7) 2(2.5) - 81(78.6) 
Incorrect Correct “ ~ - -- " - " 
Incorrect 10 (45 .5 ) 9(40.9) 22(21.4) 
Total 10(45.5) 9 (40.9) -- - - -- 22(21.4) 
11 Correct Correct 4(10.3) 9(23.1) 8(20.5) 9(23.1) 3(7.7) -- 9(5.9) 
Incorrect 8(20.5) 20(51.3) 3(7.7) 2(5.1) - -- 30(19.7) 
Total 12(30.8) 29(74.4) 11 (28.2) 11 (28.2) 3 (7.7) - 39(25.7) 
Incorrect Correct - 1 (0.9) 1 (0.9) - “ “ K ^ ^ 
I n c o r r e c t 48 (42.5) 7 4 ( 6 5 . 5 ) 23 (20.4) 1 (0.9) - -- 112(73.7) 
Total 48 (42.5) 75 (66.4) 24(21.2) 1 (0.9) -- -- 113(74.3) 
Note "Partitioning (PART); Formation of singleton and conposite unit 
(FORM); Composition and decon^ osition (COMP); Reconstructing of 
unit whole (RECON); Development of Flexible concept of unit (FLEX); 
Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) 
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Table 18 (continued)Frequency of strategies used involving concepts of unit 
in solving situational problems.  
Item Procedures Explanation PART FORM COMP RECON FLEX FEQ Total 
Correct/ Correct/ (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
Incorrect Incorrect  
I 2 C o r r e c t Correct 丨（0.9) i (Q-9) i (0.9) 1 (0.9) - ~ 
I n c o r r e c t 53 (49.1) 52(48.1) 3 (2.8) 4 (3.7) 1 (0.9) -- 107(88.4) 
Total 54 (50.0) 53 (49.1) 4(3.7) 5 (4.6) 1 (0.9) - 108(89.3) 
Incorrect Correct ~ - -- ” - ~ -
Incorrec t 4(30.8) 4(30.8) i3(io.7) 
Total 4(30.8) 4(30.8) 13(10.7) 
13 Correct Correct 4(30.8) 4(30.8) 3 (23.1) 3 (23.1) 1 (7.7) -- 4(3.4) 
I n c o r r e c t 5 (38.5) 5 (38.5) 1 (7.7) 1(7.7) -- -- 9(7.8) 
Total 9 (69.2) 9(69.2) 4(30.8) 4 (30.8) 1 (7.7) -- 13(11.2) 
‘Incorrect Correct 6(5.8) 6(5.8) s (4.9) 5(4.9) 3(2.9) - ^ 
Incorrect 51 (49.5) 49 (47.6) 3 (2.9) 2 (1.9) -- 1 (1.0) 97(83.6) 
Total 57 (55.3) 55 (53.4) 8 (7.8) 7(6.8) 3 (2.9) 1 (1.0) 103(88.8) 
14 Correct Correct 6(10.9) 9(16.4) 8(14.5) 9(i6.4) 2(3.6) -- 9(7.3) 
Incorrect 18(32.7) 26 (47.3) 4(7.3) 2(3.6) -- -- 46(37.1) 
Total 24 (43.6) 35 (63.6) 12 (21.8) 11 (20.0) 2 (3.6) -- 55(44.4) 
Incorrect Correct 7(io.i) 8(11.6) 8(11.6) 8(11.6) 1 (1.4) -- ^ 
Incorrect 26 (37.7) 27 (39.1) 3 (4.3) 60(48.4) 
Total 33 (47.8) 35 (50.7) 11 (15.9) 8(11.6) 1 (1.4) -- 69(55.6) 
15 Correct Correct  
Incorrec t 4(57.1) 4(57.1) - 1 (14.3) -- - 7(7.1) 
Total 4(57.1) 4(57.1) -- 1 (14.3) - -- 7(7.1) 
‘: Incorrect Correct 1 ( " ) 10-O - Ki.i) Ui-i) - UT^ 
Incorrec t 41 (45.1) 44(48.4) 4(4.4) 1(1.1) 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1) 90(91.8) 
Total 42 (46.2) 45 (49.5) 4 (4.4) 2(2.2) 2(2.2) 1 (1.1) 91(92.9) 
16 Correct Correct 1 (8-3) 1 (8.3) 1(8 .3) 1(8.3) -- - 1(0.9) 
I n c o r r e c t 7(58.3) 7(58.3) -- 1(8.3) -- -- 11(10.4) 
Total 8 (66.7) 8 (66.7) 1 (8.3) 2(16.7) - - 12(11.3) 
Incorrect Correct 2(2.1) 2(2.1) 2(2.1) i(i . i) -- “ W ^ ) . 
I n c o r r e c t 57(60.6) 57(60.6) 2(2.1) 1 (1.1) -- -- 92(86.8) 
Total 59 (62.8) 59 (62.8) 4 (4.3) 2(2.1) -- -- 94(88.7) 
1 7 Correct Correct 7(18.4) 7(18.4) 6(15.8) 6(15.8) 4(10.5) 3(7.9) 8(8.8) 
I n c o r r e c t 17(44.7) 17(44.7) 5 (13.2) 4(10.5) 1 (2.6) 2(5.3) 30(33.0) 
Total 24 (63.2) 24 (63.2) 11 (28.9) 10 (26.3) 5 (13.2) 5 (13.2) 38(41.8) 
Incorrect Correct 2(3.8) 2(3.8) 2(3.8) 1 (1.9) - 1 (1.9) 3(3.3) 
Incorrec t 27(50.9) 26(49.1)-- 1(1.9) -- 1 (1.9) 50(54.9) 
Total 29 (54.7) 28 (52.8) 2 (3.8) 2(3.8) -- 2 (3.8) 53(58.2) 
Note ^'Partitioning (PART); Formation of singleton and con^ osite unit 
(FORM); Conposition and decomposition (COMP); Reconstructing of 
unit whole (RECON); Development of Flexible concept of unit (FLEX); 
Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) 
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Table 18 (continued)Frequency of strategies used involving concepts of unit 
in solving situational problems.  
Item Procedures Explanation PART FORM COMP RECON FLEX FEQ Total 
Correct/ Correct/ (o/。） («%) (o/。） (%) (o/。） （o/。） ⑶ 
Incorrect Incorrect  
T s C o r r e c t Correct ^o(H.6) l o ( i i .6) 8(9.3) 8 ( 9 . 3 ) i ( i . 2 ) - i o _ 
Incorrect 34 (39.5) 32 (37.2) 1 (1.2) 1 (1.2) - -- 76(73.1) 
Total 44(51.2) 42 (48.8) 9 (10.5) 9(10.5) 1 (1.2) -- 86(82.7) 
Incorrect Correct - - - -- " - -
Incorrect u (6i.i) n (6i.i) 18(17.3) 
Total 11 (61.1) 11 (61.1) 18(17.3) 
19 Correct Correct - -- -- -- - - -
Incorrect 12(48.0) 10(40.0) i (4.0) 25(28.1) 
Total 12(48.0) 10(40.0) 1 (4.0) 25(28.1) 
Incorrect Correct 1 (I 6) -- - -- " - 1(1.1) 
I n c o r r e c t 3 8 ( 5 9 . 4 ) 3 4 ( 5 3 . 1 ) 2 ( 3 . 1 ) 1 (1.6) 2 ( 3 . 1 ) - 63(70.8) 
Total 39(60.9) 34 (53.1) 2(3.1) 1 (1.6) 2 ( 3 . 1 ) - -
20 Correct Correct 25 (50.0) 25 (50.0) 23 (46.0) 25 (50.0) 2 (4.0) -- 26(24.5) 
I n c o r r e c t 19(38 .0 ) 17(34 .0 ) 3 ( 6 . 0 ) 5 ( 1 0 . 0 ) -- -- 24(22.6) 
T o t a l 44 (88.0) 42 (84.0) 26 (52.0) 30 (60.0) 2 (4.0) - 50(47.2) 
Incorrect Correct 13 (23.2) 14 (25.0) 13 (23.2) 12 (21.4) - : 14(13.2) 
Incorrect 29 (51.8) 28 (50.0) 5 (8.9) 11 (19.6) -- - 42(39.6) 
Total 42 (75.0) 42 (75.0) 18(32.1) 23 (41.1) -- -- 56(52.8) 
21 Correct Correct 21 (20.2) 26 (25.0) 25 (24.0) 23 (22.1) -- -- 27(22.9) 
Incorrect 35 (33.7) 45 (43.3) 7 (6.7) 13 (12.5) -- -- 77(65.3) 
Total 56 (53.8) 71 (68.3) 32 (30.8) 36 (34.6) - -- 104(88.1) 
, Incorrect Correct 2(14.3) 21(4.3) 2(14.3) 1(7.1) - : ^ 
I n c o r r e c t 2 ( 1 4 . 3 ) 4 ( 2 8 . 6 ) -- 1 (7 .1 ) -- -- 12(10.2) 
Total 4(28.6) 6 (42.9) 2(14.3) 2(14.3) - -- 14(11.9) 
22 Correct Correct ” - - " ” •“ “ 
Incorrect «(56.6) 44 (57.9) 1 (1.3) 1 (1.3) -- -- 76(80.0) 
Total 43(56.6) 44(57.9) 1 (1.3) 1 (1.3) - - 76(80.0) 
Incorrect Correct - “ “ “ ” “ “ 
I n c o r r e c t 14 (73.7) 13 (68.4) 19(20.0) 
Total 14(73.7) 13(68.4) -- -- -- -- 19(20.0) 
23 Correct Correct 2(18.2) 1(9.1) 2(18.2) 1(9.1) 1(9.1) 1 (9.1) 2(2.9) 
I n c o r r e c t 5 (45.5) 5 (45.5) 9(12.9) 
Total 7(63.6) 6(54.5) 2(18.2) 1 (9.1) 1 (9.1) 1 (9.1) 11(15.7) 
Incorrect Correct 1 (口） i (口） i (1.7) 1 (1.7) -- “ RT^ 
Incorrect 28 (47.5) 24 (40.7) 58(82.9) 
Total 29(49.2) 25 (42.4) 1 (1.7) 1 (1.7) -- -- 59(84.3) 
Note ⑴Partitioning (PART); Formation of singleton and con^ osite unit 
(FORM); Conq)osition and deconposition (COMP); Reconstructing of 
unit whole (RECON); Development of Flexible concept of unit (FLEX); 
Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) 
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Table 18 (continued)Frequency of strategies used involving concepts of unit 
in solving situational problems.  
Item Procedures Explanation PART FORM COMP RECON FLEX FEQ Total 
Correct/ Correct/ (o/。） （o/。） （o/。） （％) (o/。） （o/。） （o/。） 
Incorrect Incorrect  
H C o r r e c t Correct 3(3.6) 3(3.6) 3(3.6) 3(3.6) 1(1.2) - 3(3.0) 
Incorrect 48 (57.1) 44 (52.4) 1 (1.2) 2 (2.4) -- 1 (1.2) 81(81.0) 
Total 51 (60.7) 47 (56.0) 4(4.8) 5(6.0) -- 1 (1.2) 84(84.0) 
Incorrect Correct “ - ” ~ " " -
Incorrect 丨丨（68.8) ll (68.8) 16(16.0). 
Total n (68.8) 11 (68.8) 16(16.0) 
Note ^'Partitioning (PART); Formation of singleton and composite unit 
(FORM); Composition and decomposition (COMP); Reconstructing of 
unit whole (RECON); Development of Flexible concept of unit (FLEX); 
Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) 
There were some interesting cases found during the strategy analysis, 
they demonstrated how concepts of unit affected students' interpretation of the 
situations and the details of seven samples were illustrated below. 
Interpretation of problem by concepts of unit Case 1 (See Appendix 5) 
demonstrated that how the student had correct interpretation of the relationship 
of the two entities mentioned in the problems. The student had referred to 
the correct reference unit, that is, half kg, instead of one third of a whole unit 
(e.g. 1 kg). And, hence, after reconstructing the whole unit, one sixth was 
resulted. The concepts involved were partitioning, decomposition of unit, 
reconstructing of unit whole. 
Procedures derived from diagram explanations Considering sample 2， 
it demonstrated the direct relationship between concepts of unit and the 
symbolic procedures. Sample 2 showed that the student realized that 4 pieces 
of one forth of the ribbon might form the whole. Through this process of 
reconstructing the unit whole, the student came up with the solution, half times 
four. 
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Reference to the unit “Whole’， Considering the two examples in case 
3a，the diagram of 3a demonstrated that the student was able to use diagram to 
represent the fraction involved. However, the student could not construct the 
unit whole, to transform "the three third of the leftover" into "two third", and 
hence, to form the solution. However, in case 3b, in the similar situation, the 
f 
student was successful in associating one sixth with half litre and hence, the 
resulted diagram indicated clearly the answer to the problem. 
The strategy of decomposition of unit Considering case 4，since the 
object (i.e. cookies) involved in the situation was discrete, the student easily 
drew out the number of cookies provided in the problem. By decomposition 
of unit from the two third, the student found out the number of cookies in one 
third and thus, reconstructed the whole unit. However, the student did not get 
the answer to the problem because of the disconnection between the 
representation and procedure. 
； The strategy of fraction equivalence Considering case 5, the student 
demonstrated a correct use of the concept of fraction equivalence. The 
student realized that four sixth equals to two third, and hence, the student drew 
four sixth to represent two third of orange juice instead of using two third. 
Thus, it became easier for the student to find out three fourth from four sixth. 
Although the student did not come up with correct symbolic procedure to 
solve the problem, however, the answer was already shown in the diagram. 
Immature concepts of unit Considering case 6，the student was unable 
to find out a correct representation for the two fractions mentioned in the 
situation. The student used discrete unit to represent the unit of “day". 
However, the student could not figure out the relation between the two 
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fractions to reach the answer. 
Misconception of division Considering the explanation provided in 
case 7, it demonstrated that the student had misconception of division as 
suggested by Fishbein et.al (1985). Although in the present case, the correct 
symbolic procedure was provided, however, the student did not have true 
understanding of division, especially fraction division. 
The inspection of the distributions of strategies students used to solve the 
situational problems and the case observations showed that unit concepts 
provided the base for children to represent and interpret problem situations. 
However, there did not seem to be a predictable correspondence between the 
unit concepts and types of situational multiplication and division problems. 
Relationship between Grade Level and Performance on Measures of Unit 
Concepts and Rational Number Multiplication and Division 
: Hypothesis 2 postulated that students at higher grade developed better in 
concepts of unit as well as the performance on the rational number 
multiplication and division problems. Multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA) was performed on five dependent variables: COMP, PART, 
FEQ, FLEX and RECON. Independent variable was GRADE (only Grade 5 
and Grade 6 were considered because of the low response rate of Grade 4 
students). Descriptive Statistics of the variables used in this analysis are 
shown in Table 19. M A N O V A results demonstrated that the DVs were 
significantly affected by GRADE, F(2,200)=3.342, ^ <.05. To investigate the 
impact of GRADE on each individual DVs, pairwise comparison between 
each DVs were performed. Results were shown on Table 20. 
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Table 19 Descriptive statistics for the five concepts of unit and problem types 
by G R A D E 
Conceots of Total Primary 5 Primary 6 Total 
u n 7 ' S = M M _ _ ( N ^  
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
C O M P 4 ^ ^ ； ~ ^ 
PART 8 .816 .209 .834 .225 .826 .218 
FEQ 6 .567 .321 .663 .303 .621 .314 
FLEX 7 .356 .254 .475 .273 .423 .271 
RECON 6 .498 .420 .648 .375 .583 .401 
MULT 12 .585 .204 .680 .210 .639 .212 
DIV 12 .103 .113 .236 .167 .178 .160 
SITU 24 .344 .134 .458 .165 .409 .162 
S Y M B 8 .894 .175 .915 .173 .910 .174 
Table 20 Comparison between COMP, PART，FEQ, and FLEX by GRADE 
DVs GRADE(I) GRADE(J) Mean Difference Std. Error Significance 
(H)  
C O M P P5 P6 -.151* .045 .001 
PART P5 P6 -.003 .029 .309 
FLEX P5 P6 -.123* .037 .001 
FEQ P5 P6 -.107* .043 .014 
R E C O N P5 P6 -.150* .056 .007 
*p<.05 
Results demonstrated that the GRADE of students had main effect on 
most of the students' performance of unit concepts. Considering Table 19 
and Table 20, we might figure out that the difference of individual concepts of 
unit varied between different GRADE comparison. Table 19 demonstrated 
that the higher the grade, the better the performance of concepts of unit of 
students. However, in Table 20，results posited that for the concept of 
Partitioning, difference was not significance between P5 and P6. 
Repeated Measure was also employed to further investigate the difference 
of performance between grades, with symbolic multiplication, symbolic 
division, situational multiplication and situational division problem as 
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within-subject factor. Repeated Measure results showed that the 
between-subject effect of GRADE was significant, with F(l,170)=l 8.746, 
2<.001; the within-subject effect of different problem types were also 
significant with F(3, 170)=868.780，2<0.001. Descriptive statistics of 
within-subject factor by GRADE are shown in Table 21. Results 
demonstrated that P6 students outperformed P5 students in all the four kinds 
of problems. In addition, the interaction effects of LEVEL and Problem type 
was also significant, with F(3,170) =5.380，£<005. The performances on the 
four problems types, multiplication situational, division situational, 
multiplication symbolic and division symbolic were further compared by 
pairwise comparison, results were also shown on Table 22. 
Result in Table 22 indicated that among the four problem types, the best 
performance was found on symbolic problem, and then the situational 
problems. And, the performance on multiplication situational problems was 
much better than the division situational problem. Moreover, results 
indicated that the performance on multiplication and division symbolic 
problems did not show significant difference. 
Table 21 Descriptives statistics of within-subject factor by GRADE 
Factors(i) Primary 5 Primary 6 Total(N=196) 
顺 ors ( N 二 8 6 ) ( N二 1 1 0 ) 陽 、 州 ^ . 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Multsitu .585 .204 .680 .210 .639 .212 
Divsitu .103 .113 .234 .167 .178 .160 
Multsymb .881 .231. .929 .187 .907 .208 
Divsymb .906 .216 .910 .182 .908 .197 
Note: ⑴Multiplication situational problem(Multsitu); Division situational 
problem (divsitu); Multiplication symbolic problem (Multsymb); 
Division symbolic problem (Divsymb) 
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Table 22 Comparison between multiplication symbolic, division symbolic, 
multiplication situational and division situational problems  
FACTOR FACTOR Mean Difference Std. Error Significance 
ffl (J) (H)  
Multsymb Divsymb -.0025 .017 --
Multsitu .294 .018 * 
Divsitu .755 .017 * 
Divsymb Multsymb -.0025 .017 --
Multsitu .292 .020 * 
Divsitu .753 .016 * 
Multsitu Multsymb -.294 .018 * 
Divsymb -.292 .020 * 
Divsitu .461 .015 * 
Divsitu Multsymb -.755 .017 * 
Divsymb -.753 .016 * 
Multsitu -.461* .015 * 
Note: '^Multiplication situational problem(Multsitu); Division situational 
problem (divsitu); Multiplication symbolic problem (Multsymb); 
Division symbolic problem (Divsymb) 
*p<.001 
/ 
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION 
Summary of Findings 
The findings in the study generally supported most of the proposed 
relationship between concepts of unit and problems of fraction multiplication 
and division. 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis identified the five-factor model of concepts 
of unit. It demonstrated the multi-facets nature of concepts of unit. 
Results of the multiple regression analysis supported the proposed 
relationship between concepts of unit and situational problems. The unit 
concepts C O M P and FLEX accounted for 40.8% of variance of the 
performance on multiplication situation problem. Similarly, the unit concept 
FLEX and C O M P accounted for 24.1% of variance of performance on division 
situational problem. In addition, the results clearly demonstrated the stronger 
relationship of unit concepts with situational problems than with symbolic 
problems. The concepts of unit that entered into the regression equation 
accounted for 51.2% of variance in performance on situational problems, 
while only 11.8% of variance was accounted in performance on symbolic 
problems. 
An examination of strategies students used to solve the situational 
problems clearly demonstrated the root of unit concepts in their representing 
and understanding problem situations. However, there did not seem to be 
certain correspondence between types of the situational problems and 
particular strategies. Multiple strategies could lead to the solution to a 
multiplication or division problem. 
However, as the response rate was not satisfactory for the explanation 
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tasks in the situational problems, the dimensions of concepts of unit and their 
respective impact on strategies that students' chose during problem solving 
was ambiguous and still in question. 
Finally, M A N O V A analysis and repeated measure analysis demonstrated 
significant difference of performance on concepts of unit measure as well as 
the performance on situational problems between grades. 
In this chapter, the major findings of the present study were summarized 
and instructional implications were discussed. 
Importance of Concepts of Unit 
Dimension of concepts of unit As mentioned in Chapter 2, concepts 
of unit were important in affecting students' understanding of problem 
situations involving rational numbers. However, in previous studies, 
different research methods and sample led to diverse descriptions of concepts 
of unit. Hence, the present study explored the dimensions of concepts of unit. 
Five dimensions were generated in the present study, including Partitioning 
(PART), Composition and Decomposition of unit (COMP), Development of 
Flexible Concept of Unit (FLEX), Fraction Equivalence (FEQ) and 
Reconstructing of Unit Whole (RECON). Despite the high missing rate for 
some of the items as well as the problem of multicollinearity between items, a 
multi-facet structure of concepts of unit was identified. It was speculated that 
some of the items for the construct of formation of singleton and composite 
unit were not clearly defined; hence, they could not be identified as an 
independent factor in the CFA model. 
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Relationship between concepts of unit and situational problems The 
results of regression analyses provided evidence that concepts of unit had 
close relationship with multiplication and division problems. As shown in 
the previous chapter, only a Flexible Concept of Measurement Unit (FLEX), 
and Composition and Decomposition of Unit (COMP) were entered into the 
predicting model. This was consistent with the description in the previous 
reviews, although there were similarities between concepts of unit; different 
concepts still had some uniqueness in their nature. Regression results shown 
in Table 12 and Table 13 demonstrated that COMP and FLEX had unique 
contribution in affecting students' performance on both the multiplication and 
division situational problems. 
As suggested by Sutton-Alexander (1997)，a flexible concept of 
measurement unit enhanced students' awareness of the unit and facilitates the 
interpretation of the relationship between two fractions in various ways. It 
may prevent students from the conceptual flaws of fraction multiplication and 
division. In addition, the concept of composition and decomposition also 
played a significant role in facilitating students' interpreting as well as solving 
rational number problems, especially when the units involved in the problems 
are discrete objects. Hence, this may explain why FLEX and COMP could 
enter into the predicting model of situational problem. 
The、above explanation may briefly suggest the reason for the resulting 
pattern of the relationship between concepts of unit and situational problems. 
However, a clearer picture of the relationship as well as a well-defined 
structure of concepts of unit need to be further clarified. 
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Differentiated impact of concepts of unit on situational problems and 
symbolic problems Results also demonstrated that the two concepts of unit, 
development of Flexible Concept of Unit (FLEX), and Composition and 
Decomposition of Unit (COMP) had significant relationship with situational 
problem, while Reconstructing of Unit Whole (RECON) and Development of 
Flexible Concept of Unit (FLEX) was the predictor for symbolic problems. 
Results indicated that a flexible concept of unit was essential in performing 
both situational and symbolic problem. And the results also suggested that 
the concepts of unit (FLEX and COMP) had stronger influence on situational 
problems than the concept of RECON and FLEX to symbolic problem. 
With regard to possible correspondence between situational problems and 
particular strategies students used to explain, the results at hand demonstrated 
a clear role of concepts of unit in interpreting situational problem. Some of 
the cases also demonstrated that although students did not remember the 
symbolic procedures in solving the problem, they might be able to find out the 
solution by drawing diagram that involved a understanding of concepts of unit. 
On the other hand, it was not clear in some cases why an appropriate 
representation did not lead to the solution. 
Moreover, the present results also revealed that most of the students only 
applied the basic concepts of unit, such as PART, COMP, FORM in explaining 
their understanding. This restricted their expression of their understanding. 
This might also reflect the improper learning process in fraction situations in 
daily classroom. As indicated by Greer (1992), the dominance of part-whole 
representation would inhibit the conceptual development that is necessary for 
children to embrace mature fraction concepts. Smith III (1990) also 
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indicated that the concepts of unit were clearly the roots of strategies in 
solving problems, especially for young graders. They might heavily rely on 
them when they encountered difficult situations. Those concepts facilitate 
students' invention of significant reinterpretations of instruction and problem 
situations. 
Differentiated impacts of concepts of unit between multiplication and 
division problems As revealed in the results of regression analysis, different 
concepts of unit were found predictive for students' performance on 
multiplication and division problems. In the multiplication situation, COMP 
and FLEX were found to account for 40.8% of variance. In the division 
situation, FLEX and COMP accounted for 24.1% of variance. The results 
were partly consistent with previous researches. In previous researches, 
students' performance demonstrated that FLEX, COMP, FEQ as well as 
RECON should have close relationship with situational problems. Students' 
demonstrated the aforementioned concepts of unit in solving multiplication 
and division rational number situation (Sutton-Alexander, 1997). 
FLEX was found the common factor in predicting both multiplication and ‘ 
division. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the multiplication and division 
involved transformation of the two units into the third entity. Hence, the 
Development of Flexible Concept of Unit which focuses on the relative 
amount between the entity and the measuring unit, may facilitate students in 
building up the conceptual association between the two entities and hence, 
have deeper understanding of the situation. 
In sum, the present study attempted to explore the nature of concepts of 
unit and its role in students’ performance on fraction multiplication and 
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division problems. In general, from the present results, the importance of 
concepts of unit was asserted, which also implies that the pursuit of conceptual 
understanding of units in the area of fraction should be emphasized. The 
instructional implication will be further discussed in later sections. 
Conceptual knowledge has frequently been argued as a crucial factor in 
mathematical learning (Silver, 1986; Carpenter, 1986; Wong, 1994). In the 
present study, the importance of conceptual knowledge of units was again 
demonstrated in its significant relation with mathematical problem solving 
abilities especially with solving situational problems. This finding was 
consistent with the research findings mentioned in previous chapters. 
Although the specific causal link between particular aspects of unit concepts 
and types of situational problems had not been identified, the positive 
influence of concepts of unit on solving fraction multiplication and division 
problems should not be ignored. Also, in some sense, the conceptual 
knowledge and procedural knowledge are not entirely independent entity, the 
better performance in one may facilitate the mastery of the another. Hence, 
the acquisition of concepts of unit is highly encouraged for the sake of more 
effective learning in fraction. 
Implications of the Findings for Development of Concepts of Unit and 
Mathematics Learning 
Research Implication 
The present study provides an elementary analysis of the structure of 
concepts of unit and their relationship with rational number multiplication and 
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division. The present study demonstrated an basic structure for the concepts 
of unit and showed their positive relationship with the situational fraction 
multiplication and division problems. The results provided the evidence of 
the important role of unit concepts in students' understanding rational number 
multiplication and division. The results help deepen our understanding of the 
cognitive link that may facilitate the rational number learning and teaching. 
However, confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that some items 
needed to be further modified. The items had the problem of 
multicollinearity. This partly may due to the recursive nature of concepts of 
unit. It may also probably demonstrate the not well-defined nature of various 
concepts of unit in previous studies, for the items were adopted from the 
previous studies. This pointed to the need for further pursuing the definition of 
concepts of unit in future research. 
Instructional Implication 
The multi-facet nature of unit concepts identified in the present study 
reaffirms that acquisition of rational number concepts and operations is a 
recursive process. Unless the recursive nature of learning receives the due 
respect in elementary mathematics classroom, we should not expect major 
improvement in rational number teaching and learning in classroom. 
The positive association between the unit concepts and students’ 
representation and understanding of rational number multiplication and 
division suggests the important role of the unit concepts in development of the 
understanding of rational number concepts and operations in students. 
In the present study, the inability of students to use representational tools, 
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pictures or figures, to explain their problem solutions reflects their lack of the 
learning experience in their classroom. As showed in the present study as 
well as indicated in other studies (Laupa，2000; Watson, Campbell & Collis， 
1993), the solo mastery of symbolic route, without complementary conceptual 
understanding or iconic mode support would both limit a deeper understanding 
of the meaning of concrete and symbolic manipulations and also limit options 
in complex problem solving. Thus, it is encouraged to employ various 
representational tools to illustrate various situations with different unit 
composition/decomposition, different unit embodiments. This may facilitate 
students，understanding as well as foster their independent problem solving 
ability across different mathematical domains and thus, enhance their learning 
effectiveness. 
Limitations in the Study 
Limitations in Problem Conceptualization 
Previous studies of different approaches, such as developmental approach, 
cognitive approach, information-processing approach, proposed similar 
elements about concepts of unit. In addition, most of the studies were 
conducted by different research methods, such as by experiment, interviews, 
observation, or longitudinal and cross-sectional. Thus, it is difficult to derive 
consistent terms or definition for the concepts of unit. And, it is hard to 
figure out the role of concepts of unit and its influence on fraction 
multiplication and division. The present study identified a five-factor 
structure of concepts of unit. However, the results is rather tentative and 
need to be further examined as the structure of concepts of unit are far more 
complicated than thought and the consistency of the structure model was not 
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observed between grades. 
As indicated in the results of CFA in the present study, problem of 
multicollinearity was demonstrated between items. This implies that there 
may be other overlapping area between items or even new dimension of unit 
concept that needs to be further clarified. 
The instruments measuring concepts of unit might not be sensitive 
enough to reveal students' understandings of concepts of unit. The findings 
revealed that the proposed scales, the formation of singleton and composite 
unit were not so favorable or distinct. 
Limitations in Causal Inferences 
The present study adopted the cross-sectional survey method. The 
conclusions in the study were derived from observations at one moment but 
learning is a process over time. The causal relation among the variables 
: could not be proven in the study. As noted in literatures, the mutual 
influence of conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge is usual, it is 
difficult to determine if the performance on concepts of unit led to the 
variability of performance on the situation problems, not vice versa. 
Although the present results can be explained substantively, the present study 
could not verify the direction of causal relation between concepts of units and 
situational problem performances. 
Limitations in Generalizabilitv 
Since the sample was drawn from Grade 4 to Grade 6 in a conventional 
school, the sample size was relatively small and was a haphazard sample. 
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Thus，the findings might not be generalized to students in other grades or in 
other schools. The developmental background or different instructions in 
mathematics among various schools may play significant role in affecting 
students' learning. Hence, the findings were deemed to have limited 
generalizability. 
Limitations in the Sars Epidemic 
The data was collected after the school resumption from the Sars 
epidemic. Hence, students' performance might not reflect their usual ability. 
After a long period of absence from lessons, their motivation towards learning 
or performing mathematical task were under certain recession, and the 
influence was various from individual to individual or from grade to grade. 
Therefore, the present findings might only reveal part of the conceptual 
understanding of the students. 
Directions for Future Research 
The findings of the study suggested some important directions for future 
research in rational number learning and teaching. 
Clarifying Aspects of Concepts of Unit 
As discussed above, the present study derived five factors for the 
complicated concepts of unit, it is still room for further clarifying the 
multidimensional structure of concepts of unit. The instruments for 
measuring concepts of unit might not be favorable or sensitive in the present 
study. Better concepts of unit scales or wider aspects of concepts of unit to 
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be included in instruments should be advocated in future research. 
Establishing a Causal Link between Unit Concepts and Rational Number 
Multiplication and Division 
Further research is needed to confirm and extend the conclusions about 
the nature of concepts of unit and its role in rational number multiplication and 
division. Teaching experiments which pursue conceptual understanding of 
concepts of unit should be undertaken to identify if instructional intervention 
can improve the links between representational manipulations and referential 
meaning, thereby fostering logico-mathematical competence and 
understanding in children. 
Broaden the Types of Problems Being Used 
Previous studies revealed that there were various kind of mathematical 
, problems or situations posited in multiplicative conceptual field. The present 
study had only included the multiplication and division of fraction problems. 
Future research may include the problems that involve several constructs of 
fraction, such as rate, ratio, proportions, etc (Lamon, 1993; Ohlsson, 1988), or 
various multiplication and division situations, such as rectangular area, 
Measure conversion, product of measures, etc (Greer, 1992). 
Conclusion 
This study is an exploratory one, and the results are necessarily tentative. 
Despite the aforementioned limitations, the present study provides initial 
evidence in the importance of concepts of unit in fraction learning and the 
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transformation of knowledge in multiplicative thinking. Theoretical 
contributions were achieved and instructional modifications in mathematics 
lessons were suggested. Future research in the aspects of concepts of units 
and instruments developments were encouraged in order to further explore the 
complex interrelationship among various concepts of unit and fraction 
learning. 
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Appendix 1 
The questionnaire used in present study 
姓名： ( ) 年 級 ： 
出生曰期： 年 月 曰 性別：男口 女口 
一、請根據每題的指示作答。 
1 . 右 面 是 一 排 巧 克 力 ’ 請 把 它 平 均 分 成 5 份 。 丨 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 丨 
2 .團出下圖的 i。 




4 .找出這糖果的 ^。 L 
J ^T^^^M M M ^ ^ III I I I I I “ KjKjTiucJiOS^ C^Cd •！ I 
•ZZZZZZZyi I 111 > I! •!«11 •:•••.:•••:. 
5 .請困出圈中的 1。 • • 气 • • 
• � • • • 
6.把圃形分成6份’每份代表全ffl的I ’並以陰影部份表示其中的去。 
〇 〇 〇 n u ^ ^ O 〇 
g 〇 C ^ 〇 〇 




8 .兵兵球每盒有個，共有 5盒，現重新包裝為每盒只有四個’共可分 
成多少盒？請在下圖中表示出來。 
. 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇 〇〇〇〇〇〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 
9.現有不同的紙條如下。 
B M — 
C IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
D m m 
a.若以A紙條作為一個量度單位，一條B紙條的長度是多少？ 
1 條 — ： 一 條 • • • • • • • 
b.若以B紙條作為一個量度單位，一條A紙條的長度是多少？ 
1 條 _ _ _ _ _ 纖 • 誦 ： — 條 H P — 
C .若以 B紙條作為一個量度單位，一條 b紙條的長度是多少？ 
1 條 棚 二 — 條 n n ^ m i 
d .若以 B紙條作為一個量度單位，一條 C紙條的長度是多少？ 
1條丨丨丨|丨丨丨|丨丨丨丨丨|丨|丨丨丨丨| ： — 條 — 
10. 觀察下圓’團出代表f的闽案。 
① S 必 B 
ffH ® H U ⑩ 
11.下列哪個分數代表I ？對的在•畫上z，不對的畫上X。 
Z \ mm9 mcxD I _ I L _ J _ _ _ I . 
M L 个 I 
3 
4 • • • 
3 + 4 3 B 3 x 4 
• • • 
1 ？ 





瞧 瞧 纖 _ 麵 瞧 
錄 籍 籍 籍 • 籍 織 • 鐵 籍 • • 
14a. 觀察下列各圓，在橫線上寫上陰影部份所代表的分數。 
A. I mmm B.丨 i m i • c. mmmmwn 
I^ . mmWMA I E. wmmmm l F. \mmmmm I  
^ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ m m H. I I I wmm 工 .闺 i 丨  
J . V \ \ mm K. wmmmMMm L. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ m 
‘ I wmmMmm wmmmmmw O. i i i  
14b.哪些長方形的陰影部份大小一樣？把它們分組’並把英文字母填在 
橫線上。（可以少於六組） 
第一組： 第二組： 第三組： 
第四組： 第五組： 第六組••, 
15.你有4盤可樂’每6罐為一包，現要平均分給3人，畫出你如何分配° 












樣的畫X。 i n 告口 I P 
21.以下的五個分數之間有甚麼特別的地方？ 
5 1 4 2 25 
^ 4 16 8 100 
把你觀察到的寫在這裡： 
2 2 . 若 � 為 1 ’ 請 畫 出 [ 23. «：為一個整體的I ’請畫出該 
整體是多少。 
2 4 . 假 如 代 表 一 個 整 體 的 昏 ’ 請 2 5 . 若 為 一 個 整 體 的 i ’請畫出 
、畫出該整體1。 該整體的I。 
2 6 .如果讓 ®代表一個整體的 I， 2 7 .若麗麗 ,•為一個整體的營’請 
請用圖畫及文字解答"1"會是怎 畫出2。 
樣的。 
2 8 . 若 i 為 一 個 整 體 的 4 ’請畫 2 9 .用數線比較 4及 A的大小。 
4 3 12 
出1。 
3 0 • 若 ^ ^ 為 一 個 整 體 的 2 ,請31.假設你有28粒數粒’用圈畫及文字 
畫出該整體的丄。 4 解釋+代表多少？ 
1 2 
1 




數字可以填上’請在•寫上 N字 ° 
A. 5 ><• = 15 B. 3 xO：： 18 
〔 2 > < 口 = 1 D. 8 > <口 = 5 
E. 2 x 0 = 鲁 F. 4 x 0 = 1 
2. 25+丄，結果會是： 大於 2 5 口 小於2511 4 
3. 2 5 x 1 ,結果會是： 大於 2 5 • 小 於 2 5 0 4 
4 .哪一個的結果會較大？ A. 16 X i n B. 1 6 + \ n 3 • J 
5. 5-- ’結果會是•• A.大於 5 0 B.小於 4 




8. 6+ I是多少？並請舉出例子’加上圓畫及文字，解釋這算式的意義。 
9 .大桶盛水 1 5升’昨天用去了 6升，昨天用去的佔幾分之幾？ 
並請用圓畫及文字，告訴老師你的想法和答案。 
1 
1 0 . 4 x丄是多少？並舉出例子，加上圖畫及文字，解釋這算式的意義° 
11. ix丄是多少？並請舉出例子，加上圖晝及文字，解釋這算式的意義。 3 2 
三、計算下列各題： 
1 1 1 2 3 1 丄 1 
4 . 5 . ^ x A 6.寻X寻 
5 3 3 4 3 5 
/ . — — T  8 2 4 5 
9 .觀看下面各圓形的顏色部份，比較它們的大小，並解答下列各題 
p p ^ i / m i 以鐘完成下列各題。 
( ： ) ( ^ ^ 1 個 燈 色 = 個綠色 
1 個 藍 色 = 個撥色 
1 個 紅 色 ： 個撥色 
( T j 1 個 綠 色 = 個橙色 
— _ . .：:、..，：“. 數 身 鎮 念 ： ： • 眷 議 . . ] 





奸 日 - P 1 - S M 〉 天 
M M 暖 h " � 









































15.妈媽2星期可編織毛衣i件’ 一星期可完成毛衣多少件？ 3 6 
算式(不用計算結果）：解釋(可用園畫或文字）： 


















2 3 .乘飛機由 k地到 B地所需的時間是由 A地到 C地的 I ,若由 A地到 B地需時 i 
小時’由A地到C地需要多少小時？ 
算式(不用計算結果）：解釋(可用圓畫或文字）： 
24.小朋友每天以平均速度看書，每天看書i本，^天可以看書多少本？ 5 4 
算式(不用計算結果）：解釋(可用圃畫或文字）： 
^ 全 卷 完 缚 
4 
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Appendix 2 
The characteristics of items in Questionnaire I 
Concepts of unit Items  
Partitioning 1,2,4,5,7,1 Oa-h, 11,14Aa-h, 
Formation of singleton and 13,15,17, 
composite unit 
Composition and decomposition 3,6,8,18,19,22,24,25,26,31 
of unit 
Development of flexible concept 9a, b, c, d, Part B(Ila, b, c, d) 
of unit 
Reconstructing of unit whole 23,27,28,32,33 
Fraction Equivalence 12，14Ba-e’16，20，21，29，30，  
Implicit model of multiplication Part B 1-11 (only 10 items for P4) 
and division  
Symbolic problems (only for P5 Part C 1 -8 
and P6 students) • 
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Appendix 3 
The characteristics of situational problems of fraction multiplication and 
division in questionnaire n. 
Part-whole Multiplicative Equal Rate 
Comparison  
Multiplication Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete 
Unit I t e m 4 I t e m 2 0 Unit itemlO ~ U n i t U e ^ 
Item 18 
NojJ- Item7 Item21 Non- iteml2 Item9 Non- item22 Item5 
Partitive 
Division Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete 
Unit Iteml __ Unit .. Itemll Unit Iteml3 -
Non- - - I t e m l 4 Non- __ - Non- I t e m 15 -Unit Unit Unit 
Quotitive 
Division Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete 
Unit - __ Unit item23 -- Unit Iteml? -
Non- Item 16 Item6 Non- Item 2 -- Non- Iteml9 -
— ^ Item 8 ^ 
/ 
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Appendix 4 The CFA model of concepts of unit 
Item 2 _ 
Item 5 冒 
Item 10b ' f t 
丨 ‘ 她 卜 ^ 、 _ \ \ \ \ 
" 邊 \ 4 r \ \ 
4 Al 
„⑶,6 \ K o.% 
U 0 . 8 5 j / / 
Item 3 ^ j J / 
Item 27 4； 
Item 28 4 ； ^ ^ ^ 
Item 32 m ^ ^ 
Item 33 J t 
Note: PART=Partitioning; FLEX=A Flexible Concept of Unit; FEQ=Fraction Equivalence; 
COMP=Composition and Decomposition of Unit; RECON=Reconstructmg of Unit Whole. 
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Appendix 5 Sample cases for illustrating strategies in solving situational 
problems 
r f — 一 .一 
I ——集〜《 






( 如 據 m 、 - “ 驟 
1 m 國 权 ’ 
Case 2 
I 
7.昨天下了 |拿检汁在冰箱‘妹妹今天又鳴了餘下的^ •试畫出妹妹鳴了的部份 
佔原有的钱分之幾- . 
算式(不用計算結果）：、解释(可用®畫或文字）： 
3： ^ ^ 
Case 3a 
4 .汽水一瓶有 i升’弟弟喝了它的 i ’弟弟喝了汽水多少升？ 2 6 
算式(不用計算結果）：解釋(可用圖畫或文字）： 
\ f 
丄 V I 




14.曲奇—金»牛油曲奇佔全金的I » • 全 袭 有 曲 奇 多 少 珠 ？ 
算式用“》fi算ii来》：解釋(可用葡畫成文字）： 
o 了 
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Appendix 5(Continued) 
Sample cases for illustrating strategies in solving situational problems 
/ — .一 
I I • 一 一 














算式(不用计算結iM:解释(y用圖畫或文字hw , • ^  
H
P 
CUHK L i b r a n V c 
